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..,,ommencement 
ues,Kappas it ar 
The Alpha Phi Alpha, Beta chapter is also facing 
suspension due to hazina activities, said Archer. 
The university suspended recognition of the Kappas un-
tillthe Fall semester of 19g9 on March 21 for "knowing- I 
ly and deliberately disre~arding an official university 
directive," said Archer.. · 
Archer said that he advised them earlier in writing that 
there was to be no pledging activity aftt"r receiving a 
''cease and desist'' order from the fraternity"s then area 
Province Poll Mark, Clarence Nelson, stating that allega-
tions of hazing and pre-pledging pended. against the 
organization. However, activities continued. The Poll 
Mark is responsible for the . c;hapter's 
activities in Washington. I 
''They are to have no activities on our campus prior 
to that time," said Archer . ''They are suspended. They 
don't exist as far as Howard is concerned. '' 
According to Howard Tudm3.n, newly appointed Pro- . 
vince Poll Mark, 
the Kappas are under investigatio.n for pre-pledging and • ..,.,, - -
1 
hazing ''in all forms - mental, ph)·~ica~. psychdtlogical or 1 
ciny form that's detrimental to chai;acter." I 
. - -
''There are no lawsuits pending," said Tudman. 
••Anytime an alled~ed hazing act is made orally or in 
By Brian Branch Price-The Hilltop writing I will immediately appoint an investigation team." 
JKqUCS Wibon, gmera:I manapr or the Howard Inn, shares a momm( with Stephllnie Y. Miree and Janet Waites, two of four 1111dmca 
()r!llistfludng the first graduatina: clasa of Howard University's four-year-old hotel managemcnt1program. They .tI1 launch their careers with 
the Hyatt Corp. and Radislon Hold Corp., respectively. (Photo by Marvin T . J9M1) • 
• • 
Omegas performing at tht 1933 Greek show. The team is in the process of making a report which 
will state their findings, said Winfred Mundie, counsel 
to the Province Poll Mark. 
''The cease and desist order was issued in order to 
freeze the status quo on the situation so that we can Qave 
a full field investigation," said Mundie. ''The orderidid 
no~ suspefd the chapter. That action was taken by the 
H;otel Management Progr.am 
Graduates First Class At H. U. 
' 
un1vers1ty. 
Henry Duvall 
Special to The Hilltop 
''The report would conclude with a fin·ding as to 
whether or not there is probable cause to believe the 
allegations. If there is reason to believe the allegations 
then we would hold a hearing and give everybody (in-
volved) his date." j The cmploy1nent outlook couldn't 
The investigation is in its final stages, according to I look brigl1ttr for Stephanie Y. Miree, 
Mundie, and Tudman (who is the hearing officer) will . one of thousands of the nation's 1986 
make the final decision which is subject to the appeal of college graduates entering the job 
the national committee. The investigation team is com- market . 
posed of fraternity members froqi the Washington area. While some graduates will be 
Because the fraternity allegedly conducted unauthoriz- scrambling for jobs, Miree has had 
ed pre-pledging activity, fifteen ''scrollers'' or fortner 1 the pleasure- or agony - of being able 
"J>ledgees were not accepted into the organization. to choose from three job offers. 
''I'd heard rumors that .they had people involved in ac- . She is one of four students who 
tivitics first semester that were very similar to what they I consUtute the first graduating class of 
do when they pledge people second semester,'' said Ar- Howard University's four-year-old 
cher. ''=Fho.sl'Ccifics of those activities oqicr tbaDJUl\R~ .I _hoffJ :a:: ll!W'l'Z •• . --p1:09r8m . 
ina errands for pcop1·; , picking up clothing, buying food (Howard holds its commcpcement 
arid stuff like that, , don't know speciftcally·because j exercises May 10 at 10 a.m. on the 
that's like an internal matter . We (the university) pon't uni;.iersity's main campus.) .. 
B D. 1 Ell . Th H .11 allow pledging but one semester at Howard and that's Although she started out majoring y ar enc is· e 1 top h · •• · b d · f · 
• t e spnng semester. 1n computer- ase 1n ormat1on 
K•pp•s •t aro!lndbrr•klna day homttomlna 19114. Morris Mobley, ex-poll Mark for the Xi chapter said systems, then changed to accounting, 
Purvelle Bryant 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The Kappa Alpha Psi, Xi chapter and the Omega Psi 
Phi, AIP?.a c~ter fraternities, In~. have been suspend-
ed from~a~d University's campus because of alledg-
ed illegal pledging activities during the 1986 spring 
semester, according to Raymond Archer, director of Stu-
dent Activities . 
that they did have a line; however, after r~eiving the Miree finally decided on hotel 
cease and desist order the organization did not continue managemr.nt because it offers ''an ex-
activities on campus . citing, not r.outine career ... with vast 
''The university hcli taken a stance because of procedural 
matters. People say that the Kappas are doing this and 1 
the Kappas are doing that," said Mobley. ''The national ! 
chapter has an obligation to look into it (if someone i 
makes a reportl There's an alledged case that a Que had 
to get a skin graph on his butt so what's the difference." 
Continued on Page 6 
'opportunities," she said. 
Her decision paid off. 
The 23-year-old Detroit native has 
received job offers from the Radisson 
Hotel Corp., Stouffer Hotels and the 
Hyatt Corp. She has chosep to 
launch her career with Hyatt and will 
enter the hotel chain's one-year 
management training program this 
Clayb.rooks, Patrick Fir~t To 1 'fall at the Hyatt Arlington in Virginia. In her sophomore year, Miree 
enrolled in a hotel management pro-
gram that differs from hotel training 
programs at other schools. ''First of 
all, our students are business 
students,'' said Maurice C. Williams, 
director of the Center for 
• Graduate· In New Program · 
Kuae N. Kelch • The curriculum for . the 
Hotel/ Motel Management Education 
in the Howard School of Business 
and Public Administration. 
Many schools focus primarily on 
hotel / motel administration rather 
than bus;ness administration, 
Williams pointed_).Put, noting that 
Howard's curriculum helps make 
students ''well rounded.'' 
Moreover. Howard students are re-
quired to complete 1,200 man-hours, 
or 30 weeks, of·on-the-job training 
before earning a bachelor's degree in 
business administration. The average 
four-year hotel management degree 
program requires fewer man-hours, 
usually about 800, WilJiamt sai.d. 
So where do Howard students ac-
quire their on-the-job training? 
The university-owned Howard-
Inn, a lS~room, full-service hotel, is 
the touchstone of the school's hotel 
management program. ''This is 
where the students get their lab 
work," said Jacques Wilson, general 
manager of the inn. ' 
Only a few colleges and universities 
with hotel mpnagement programs 
around the )'ation have teaching 
hotels . . • 
Each new ,student is expected to 
spend 10 hours a week per semester 
in, a mini-internship at the Howard 
Ihn. The mini-internship is designed 
''to provide students a frame of 
reference for the vocabulary and a 
general overview of hotel and 
,restaurant management,'' said 
Williams who added that the students 
receive a modest allowance. 
The Howard Inn, acquired in 1981 
from the U.S. Economic Develop-
ment Administration, also employs, 
on a part-time basis, advanced 
Hilltop Staff Reporter undergraduate Computer Systems 
Engineering program provides 
Craven said there are a sizable 
number of offers for students to have! 
internships and the demand is ex-
tremely high for graduates in the ..$..5, 000 Surplus Rxpected 
-
students throughout the year. And in 
the summer, hotel guests can expect 
''to see a major student presence in 
each of the hotel's operations," said 
Williams. , 
Four women are the first to 
graduate from the Howard hotel 
management program. 
Janet Waites of Philadelphia is not 
only prOud of earning a degree but 
also of a project she recently com-
pleted at the Howard Inn . . 
As a student intern in the hotel's 
sales and marketing department, she 
developed a promotional campaign 
targeted to parents of 1986 Howard 
graduates who would be staying 8.t 
the Howarcftnn: ~ -
She extended an invitation for the 
' guests to take advantage of a special 
••Mother's Day DClight'' package of-
fered orl Mother's Day, the day after 
the university's commencement exer-
cises. She received more than 25 
responses . 
Like Miree, Waites, 23, also has a 
job Waiting for her. She will launch 
her career with the Radisson hotel 
chain, entering its four-month 
m.anagement training program this 
suplmer. 
Another member of the first class, 
Patricia L. Lightfoot, 23, is already 
employed at the Quality Inn 
do'wntown in Washington, D.C., 
where she trains new front-desk 
clerkS. • 
The founh graduate, Mary A. 
Galindez, 21, has received a job of-
fer from the Marriot Cqrp. She was 
recentl¥ front-office weekend super-
visor. at the Canterbury Hotel in the 
nation 's capital. · 
Continued on Page 6 
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When approximately 100 students 
from the School of Engineering stand 
to accept their rights to graduation, 
there will be two students making 
Ho~atd University history. 
stduents with knowleCSge of the 
theory, design and application of 
digital computers, information pro-
cess ing techniques and systems 
engineering. · 
field . 
"Graduates will be particularly 
competent in problems of oraanizing 
huge computer systems and in such _ 
positioµs as systems analyst, systems I 
engineer and software engineer,'' he 
Hilltop Ends In The ·Black 
Linda Claybrooks and Philip 
Patrick will be the first graduates 
from Howard to receive a Bachelors 
in Computer Systems Engineering, a 
degree program which began in the 
fall of 1982. 
. . 
The program, conc.eived by 
engineering professor Wolsey Semple 
d~ring the 1970's, was designed .to 
give students knowledge and training 
in computer science with emphasis on 
, the development of software com-
petence in computing. 
Approximately 18 students were 
admitted after the program was in-
itiatOd in 1982 and developed by the 
Department pf Syste,ms and Com-
\ puter Science head, 1 D~. !Don 
Coleman .. 
Claybrooks, who began ii~h the 
orijinal Jroup, said that when she 
was in high school, she planned to 
become a Certified Public Accoun-
tant, but her goals changed. 
''When I heard about the program, 
the dnly reason I went into it was 
because of the money it would brina 
and because I was always good in 
math and science,'' she said. ... 
Accordjpg to Professor William 
Craven, c~ief qndergraduate advisor 
for the program, admission is very 
selective. · 
''It is a very difficult program. Un-
fortunately, it> seems to take a very 
sifted •. briJht person to get into it,'' 
Craven wd. . 
. ' 
• 
Students can take the program 
with an emphasis on system engineer-
ing or system programming. 
Claybrooks, whose emphasi's is on 
the programming aspect, said that the 
program adequately prepared her for 
the job world because it is very well 
structured. 
''We were guinea pigs at first and 
the classses weren't the best, but they 
got much better," she said. 
The first two years of instruction 
,prepares a student in engineering fun-
damentals and the last two years 
focus on systems engineering and 
computer science, with a strong en-
couragement for students to take 
intershi~s . 
. Claybrooks has interned with 
Xerox corporation in Rochester, New 
York and TRW in F;airfax, Virginia, 
where she will begin permanent work 
'tfater this May. She plans to begin 
work on her Masters degree in 
January 19g7. 
Patrick has interned at IBM in 
their Computer Election Systems 
Department and at Raychem Cor-
poration as a computer programmer 
and a programming analyst. He 
could not be reached for comment at 
presstime. 
''I would prefer to stay working in 
a big corporation, but I will help peo-
ple who begin work on her Masters 
dearee in· January_ 1987. · " 
"I would prefer to stay working in 
a big corpOraation , but I will help 
people who besin smaller 
busincsaes,'' she said. 
' ."\ 
W. E. Jackson 
said. ,; · Hilltop Starr Reporter 
Craven said that six to eight Despite firings, allegations ~ 
students from the original group will overspendiha and other problems this 
graduate from the program ~ithin past year at The Hilltop, the future 
the. nex~ seme~ter and one will get looks bri&J:lt for the 62-year-old cam-
the1r degree this summer. . 1 pus publlcation acco·rdina to Hilltop 
Currently, . Howard offers three officials 
bachelors degrees in related fields: the . : 
Bachelor of Science degree in Liberal Aoco•dina to current Editor Carol 
Ans with a concentration in com- Winn, the underlyina pi:oblems this 
puter science, the Bachelor of year were staff members' inability to 
Business Administration major in work with deadlines, to suaaest story 
Computer Based Information ideas and to make photographic 
Systems, and the Bachelor of Com- assi&!_lments in a timelY fashion. 
puter Systems Engineering. ••The Hilltop can improve on its 
Craven said that all three kinds of story content next year and the staff 
people arc in high demand. members could show more respon-
Currently, there are 90 sibility and dedicati~.'' said 
undergraduate ..Jr.udents in the new Winn. ''I know classes are..i_tnportant 
program, witlY'siX regular 1 full-time but so is The Hilltop. especially if you 
falculty members and three visiting are a journalism Jn&jor. 
professors: Gcorse Nomicos from ''If you spend three hours on your 
IBM, Rohen Gault from AT&T Bell homework you should spend at least 
Labs and William Bauer from one and a half hours on the paper or 
Bcllcore. put in as much effon as you can. It's 
According to Rupert Ambrose. ad- not just another extra-curricular 
ministrative aide to the chairman of activity. 
the deapanment, approximately 2S "Many people complained about 
people will be admitted into the pro- the quality of the paper this semester. 
gram int he fall. 1 What I say is if you are not a part of Tyrone Nance, a junior who began the solution yciu are a pan of the pro-
the proaram one year q:o, said that ·blem. So, I expected outsiders as well 
the proaram is more structured as insiders to be very critical; even 
around the software en&ineering 
1 
derisively so. I r11ure that until those 
profession. who complain can say that they: even 
"More em~hasis should be put on . attempted such a task, then they.have 
...,..the hardware cnaineerina profession. · no substantial basis for criticism. 
We're beina lumped toaether with "Many also said that a lack of 
computer science.'' he said. leadership contributed to the lack Of 
• r 
• 
• 
motivation of the staff. I say that 
everybody should possess a certain 
inherent quality of motivation on 
their own. Sure, I tried to motivate 
he staff by talking and encouraging 
t m to be dedicated, but some just 
d' not have it in them. I wonder 
what they are going to do at commer-
cial newspaper organizations whiCh 
will not stand for a lack of dedica-
tion,'' said Win~. 
When asked about the 14 staff. 
members who were fired last semester 
as a result of a work stoppage, Winn 
said that it was an unfortunate 
incident . 
Said Winn,''lf student staff 
members had a more professional at-
titude, things like that wouldn't hap-
pen.'' . ./ 
According to next year's editor 
Purvette Bryant, ''The Hilltop will 
receive a face lift. I am very op-
timistic about its future. Our goal is 
to provide the.students with the best 
quality publication possible and· to 
provide a diverse scope of issues and 
events." She said that she and her 
staff ''have the same vision' 1 for a 
quality paper. ''We want to win some 
awards next year,'' she said. 
Winn said that she would advise 
Bryant to keep in close contact with 
administrators, student orpnizations 
and ''crack the whip'' when 
necessary because that is the only way 
thina,s will· happen, accordina to 
Winn. 
Pauline Mahaffey, owner a·nd 
president of the Suburban Record 
Composition which prints Th~ 
Hilltop, said that they have been 
working with the paper for the past 
IS years and th11t each year's staff has 
been about the same. ''We're used to 
dealing with The Hiiitop. "she sai·d. 
. ''This year's staff has been good 
about getting things in and (they) 
never complain. They don't give us 
a hard time as in the past when some 
staffs weren't as orderly,'' said 
Mah8.ffey. · 
Mahaffey also talked about the 
Hilltop's drop-off to the printing 
plant usually between 4 and 6 a.m. 
op Friday mornings. She said '' It's 
inconvenient wh~ its dropped off so 
late but we shift jobs around so that 
we Can deliver The H/Utop to the cam-
pus in the morning". She said that all 
the college newspapers that they deal 
With have their problems such as late 
cop)t or a missing photoaraph, but 
most are cooperative and a~ 
prcciative, unlike some of their com-
. mercial accounts who are not. 
Mahaffey said that they did -
rea~d y oflthe problems that hap. 
pc ed is year u unusual in a col-
lege per. . 
''It hasn't cost more this year to 
produce The Hilllop. We haYea't 
• • 
aone up on our pnces m two ~ 
and ~ H/Utop u doina more tha· 
usual pf their Own .work on campa•• 
said lllahaffey. Winn echoed tb 11 
. . 
Co•tlaa'4MP p6 
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'Good FoodNot Serving Well 
Bttada Peten 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
• 
' Wilder said that the · Advisory 
Committee is making an elementary ~ 
argument I that would hopefully 
j ''arouse administration attention .'' 
The Advisory Committee allegedly 
claims that GFS has failed to give 
students the monthly premium meals 
which include aged choice steak, 
roast prime rib or beef, or lobster as 
well as the monthly special event 
meals that include a 1 foreign meal , holiday meal o r festiiVe buffet with 
decorations, music, entertainment , 
printed menus , table liilen and can-
dle light. 
The Good Food Service Advisory 
Committ~~~ged that Good Food 
Service (GFS ·s not complying with 
the food con . ct and should reim-
burse patront for meals they did not 
t;-- receive during a meeting held 
l Wednesday April 30, in the cafeteria. 
According to the committee, GFS 
has not provided students with the 
meals they are promised in the con· 
tract . The committee also charged 
that th'e Director of University Food 
~rvict;s, John S. Goodwin, has .not 
attendCd the mandatory meetings 
that are scheduled between the direc-
tor, students, faculty, staff, I and 
university officials ''for the purpose 
of monitoring the food service opera· 
tion'' as stated in the contract. 
Elman Wilder, chairman of the 
commi'ttee, suggested during the 
meeting, that ' 'Goodwin's assistant, 
(Andrew) Gordon, make intensions 
to corhply with the agreements bet· 
ween the two parties . .. '' Another 
suggestion was that perhaps Gordon 
should replace Goodwin . 
Col . Ivan Ware, assistant director 
of Allxilary Enterprises. signed a let· 
ter d'ated April 29, that expressed his 
disappointment in the service. . . 
The letter addressed to Goodwin 
reads: '' I was disappointed to learn 
from Mr . Gordo n tha t he 
disassociated himself from the Ex;im 
Period Refreshment Project (the free 
snack pack that students could pick 
up daily during the final exam period) 
at this the last minute. Our plap 
evolved froln considerations of 
boarder entitlements and conve-
nience, contractor costs, and con· 
trols ... all within the HU-GFS agree-
ment. Our plan was quite simple bu t 
comprehensive.'' 
,,;,,.,, 
' 
• 
• 
·-. 
Reports were made that students 
corilplained about foohhortages, 
overdue refunds on meal charges, 
menu problems, food repetition ar;id 
use of left overs. 
Football athlete, Thomas Butler 
Ill , said , ' ' We 've gotten the monthly 
premium entrees only when 
something special is happening such 
as an alumni gathering. By the time 
students get to the cafeteria , though , 
there's a food sho'r~age ." 
''At a recent event there were kids 
running around the cafeteria who 
were al lowed to get second drinks. 
When athletes got to the cafeteria 
from practice all the ribs we're gone.'' 
Alexander C halmers, executi ve 
assistant to the vice president for 
Business and Fiscal Affairs Treasurer 
and the administrato r who handles 
the Contract , said there is ' 'no 
subst::lnt ial violat ion'' on the pa rt o f 
GFS. Chalmers believes that the 
Food Advisory Committee ''has been 
mislead'' anct·has no t documented 
any specific contract violation. , 
He said that GFS does promo-
tional things such as the snack pack 
project to attract students to the meal 
plan, but students are no t losing 
money because those promotions are 
not computed into the co~t s students 
are charged . 
Challners later admitted that there 
' I 
' 
It's going to take a lot to get · 
this little doctor from caring for 
her dolls to curing the sick. A lot 
of talent, a lot of discipline, and 'an 
awful lot of money. Money most 
minority families-and even min-
ority medi~ schools-doh 't have. 
' 
• 
,. 
• 
I • 
'I\) help meet the problems in 
Black medical education, AT&T is 
proud to announce the AT&T 
' 
' 
f 
• 
' 
may have been a ''minor violation. 11 
When asked whether studenu should 
receive a copy of the contract a,ree-
ment, he said that students have 
never been provided with the contract 
and the traditioo will continue. 
The food service dispursed flyers 
at the beginning of the semester en· 
titled, ''How to Save Money'' . It also 
advertised premiUm,-nd special event 
meals. Refreshements during the ex-
am period are alsolisted ••for meal 
plan patrons at no additonal cost.'' 
However, the contract does not say 
that students do not pay for those 
meals . The contract is being rewrit- -
ten for more clarity. and will be 
reviewed by the General Counsel (the 
legal affairs office at Howard) .. 
During a telephone intcr\•iew, 
Goodwin said, ''I didn't know there 
was such an objection from the Food 
Advisory Committee. It came to me 
by surprise. We are willing to talk to 
any student about their concerns . 
They have gotten all of the meals. 
' ' We have proof of everything we 
do on a monthly basis. I realize that 
we (Goodwin and the Food Advisory 
Committe) haven't worked that 
closely in the past few months, but 
this whole thing has been blown out 
of proportion. '' 
Wilder said the committee' s 
pressure on Goodwin gives him the 
opportunity to take action. ''My job 
is to address the problems and con-
cerns of students to university of· 
ficials and GFS. After relating to the 
concerns, I can identify their pro-
blems.'' 
A student representative to the 
committee, Irwin Overton, said the 
student s wo uld pet iti o n GFS . 
''Studen1 s may not get reimbursed, 
but they are at least ·inquiring about 
the contract.'' 
J 
'Record,ing For The Blind' 
A wards· Howard H -U. Senior 
Elizabeth Smith 
Hill top Staff Reporter 
Sheila Mitchell, a blind graduating 
senior of the class of 1986, was one 
o f three college students chosen na· 
tionwide to receive the 1986 
Scholastic Achievement Award · 
presented by Recording for the Blind . 
The 22·year-old print journalism 
major and french minor is the first 
Black"'American to receive this honor 
in the 27 years history of the awards 
program . She will receive a check for 
$2,000 by Charles McMathias, Jr., 
U .S. senator from Maryland, at a 
luncheon ceremony in New York C i-
;y May 13 . / . 
'' I was, surprised when they to ld 
me," said Mitchell . ' 'I P):eard about 
the award when I was in !high school 
and had always thought about receiv-
ing it . 
I --
'' If yo.u just go and do things and 
not let the fact that it has not been 
done before g~t in yOur way, you can 
accomplish a~thing. '' 
A nine-member selection commit-
1ee chose Mitchell from applicants 
representing 37 different colleges and 
u'niversities nationwide. She was 
evaluated ori her grade point average, 
participation in community and ex-
tracurricular activities, and social life 
at Howard. 
Rec~g fo r the Blind is a na· 
tional , nonprofit service organization 
that provides recorded educational 
bt ::!;s to blind and 01her print-
h icapped students and profes-
si nal s. RFB was founded by Anne 
MacDonald in 1948 to assist blind 
war veterans seeking a college educa-
tion under the G.I. Bill of Rights. 
''Their service is real easy tO use 
and vCry convenient,'' said. Mitchell . 
' ' You just call a toll-free number and 
give them the information. If they 
have it ,4 they will send it to you. ' ' 
llJ111 "JV ll O r . '." 
11'3/IJ 1( , J ti 
' 
-
• 
I 
Foundation's Scholarship 
Endowment Fund. The perpet-
ually endowed fund will help 
finance the education of doctors 
at the Drew Postgraduate 
Medical School in Los Angeles, 
Howard l/ niversity College of 
Medicine in Washington, D.C., 
Meharry Medical 'College in 
Nashville, and the Morehouse 
School of Medicine in Atlanta. 
Fbr minority students, the 
scholarshi~ can be a cure for ail-
ing ambitions. For Black medical 
· schools, it will help to continue a 
ti:adition that has produced ITllll\Y 
of America's finest physicians. For 
AT&T; it's a step toward a health-
ier society. And that's something 
we can all feel good about. .. ' 
• 
• •• ( 
... 
AtaT • • • 
' 
• 
Tbe ,fll!ltOflMaY ,io! 1916 
I 
She added that the tapes are Jto-
fessional, and one can 11ndenta the 
re1den. •'This allows me to be more 
.. h 'd inde!"'ndent, s e sa1 . ~M;chell attended the Washinston 
rellional office for Rf'B annual fund 
raiser at the home of Vice President 
and Mrs. George Bush on April 30 
where she was introduced as a reci-
pient of the award. 
Mitchell, who will graduate cum 
laude, attended the same classes as 
the other journalism students and ,.. 
was exempt from one. She recorded 
most of the lectures and listened to 
the tapes at home where she brailled 
the notes on her braillewriter and 
again on her typew~iter . . . 
Although Mitchell 1s recc1v1ng her 
undergraduate degree in journalism, 
she said that she does not plan to 
make a career of it, but plans to keep 
it as a hobby. 
Currently, ·she has a collection of 
poems and short stories that she plans 
to publish one day, she said. 
The graduate, from Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, has been accepted to Col· 
umbia University in New York wh'tre 
she plans to pursue a graduate degree 
in international affairs · and upon 
completion wi ll pursue a MBA 
degree. 
' ' I ~j,lld like to work for the 
Uniteltl Nations or organizations that 
try to bring people toge~her, .. s~e 
said . ''Last summer I was involved 1n 
a cultural exchange program,.and we 
would travel to countries to help peer 
pie understand our culture better.'' 
Mitchell has been elected to the 
Golden Key Honor Society, is listed 
in Who's Who in American Colleges 
and Oniversities, a member of the 
Alpha Kappa Alpha-Chapter Sorori· 
ty Inc. , Sigma Delta Chi, National H~nor Society, American Council of 
the Blind, the Howard Unive~sity 
C hoir, and is a member of the 
Cathoitc Newman Center . 
Mitchell said that she will deeply 
miss Ruthy Browning, (J.Ssistant direc· 
to r of students special services pro-
gram at Howard. 
"S~e helped me with my typing, 
schedµling, proofreading, and order· 
ing 'nly books," she said. ''She was 
very helpful to me throughout my 
years.at Howard.'' 
Freshman Dies 
of 
! Sickle Cell 
Robert L. Frelow, Jr. 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
,,,.::- P:eo.:aiRhodinc Wright, aireshltlaJl 
•mtmber•'OfJ the-rffoward •UJiWersity 
· Marching Bison Band, died of_sickle 
cell anemia in the Howard Universi-
ty Hospital (HUH) on Friday, April 
25, 1986. 
A majo r enrolled in the School of 
Business and Public Administration, 
.Wright was a native of Mt. Pleasant, 
SC and a graduate of Wanda High 
ScQool. She is the daughter of Vera 
Whitted and Fred Coaxum, and the 
grandaughter of Geneva Wright and 
the late John Wright . 
'· 
It has been reported by several 
sources that J8.year·old Wright had 
not h.3d a crisis, (a period when a 
SCA patient experiences pain, fever , 
and Other s)'mptons), since she was 
8·years·old. 
SCA, which is an inherited disease 
involving the red blood cells, . is 
characterized by the sickling ()of red 
bloOd cells which are deficient in 
number and abnormal in shape, ac- · 
cording · to information from the 
Howard University Center for Sickle 
Cell Disease. . 
The disease is reported to effect 
one out of every 400 Black people, 
which means about 30 or so Howard 
students are affected wit~ SCA (these 
figures could not be verified by the 
University Health Services Center) . 
. Details surrounding Wright's treat-
ment while in the HUH \'(ere not 
made available to the press. 
Famiily members could not be 
reached for · comment, as well as 
University staff in the Tubman 
' Quadrangle, where Wright lived · in 
Baldwin Hall . 
Although her friends held a 
memorial service in the Inner Court 
of the Quad on Friday, May 2, 1986, 
most of them chose not to comment 
of her death . More than 80 students, 
incJUding many band members, at· 
tenC:ied the memorial, and several 
residents of the Quad viewed the ser-
vice from the windo~s of their 
rooms. • 
The memorial, entitled ''Friend-
ship is Eternal .. . ,'' included selec· 
tions by Adria Smith and Stephanie 
. Bolar, as well as words of expression 
by Patrice Green, Kecia Murray, and 
Stacy Ruff, and the reading of a 
poem written by Tracy Moses. 
Funeral services for Wriaht were 
also held on Friday, May 2, In Mr. 
Pleasant, and Valerie Oray, one of · 
the resident counselors in the 
3uadrangle attended on behalf of the niverslty. Howard President Jama 
Cheek sent a teleanm rrnm the 
Univenity, to her f•mily . 
· 'Wriaht "leaves to mourn ber Pl• 
ins a loving mother and father, four 
sisters, two' brothers, two pand .. 
mothers, one arandfatber. one p 1 rt· 
grandmother, one arandawtt, three 
granduncles, one arcatarad •md:e, 
eleven uncles, six aunu. and a Ira 11 
ofcousinsandverysppi1lhi1 la.'' 
accordin1 to .the oblluaey. 
Other Information waa aa& 
available by 
• 
• 
-
' 
• 
• 
' 
• 
. ' 
• 
' 
• 
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'Black Colleges try, schools are providing these courses.'' 
He also said Black colleaes stress 
the relationship between Individual 
and community bettefment. 11At 
predominantly white coll-. just the 
individual enhancement is valued. 
But at Black colleaes, the Individuals 
are tau1ht that an Individual sets 
Investing in ~Better Babies' 
Increasing Chan yes for Life .. Filling the Void 
Jeff Copskey 
Special 10 Hilltop . 
scored low on standardized colleae ahead only when the community 
entrance exams. And because the ma- does. 
' I 
T. Denise Asbdry 
Hilltop Starr Reporter 
jority of Black collCJ:eS: do 'not draw · Educators should be mor~ recep- · 
For more than a~century, they were from the top hiah school graduates, tive to a ''pluralistic'' education The Better Babies program located 
the only doors of higher education the schools find themselves in · a System,'' Willie said. ' 1For colleaes to in the Pentacle Apartments across 
open to Blacks. But in the 30 years ''marketing dilemna'' when attemp- be concerned with only the best and' from Hechinger Mall, 1507 Bcttning 
since the landmark desegregation rul· ting to ·Jure those students who briahtest (students) is inappropriate Road, 'N.E., (lower· level), seeks to 
lhgs, hisiilrically Black colleges have "could go anywhere," Myers 1aid. and anchored in a philosophy of ex- provide pregnant women with a plea-
seen their Sbare of college-bound ''In playing up the aspet:t of low cludina people from hiaher education sant, supportiv~ atmosphere, in an 
Blacks shrink from virtually 100 per· income and lower academic pcrfor· instead of including as many as possi- effort to reduce the incidence of high 
cent before 1954 to .. 17 percent in mance, it tends to deter some of the ble, '' he contin~ed. A society con- ris'k babies i.e., iiifant mortality and 
1983. ' · brighter students from attending ce~ned onl¥ . ~It~ the best .and low birth weight, partic"larly evident 
Their importance; . however, is Black colleges.'' An4 statistics show brightest, W1ll1e 1ns1_sted, lacks diver- in the DiStrict of Columbia. The pro-
underlined by the fact that despite that the Black stu'dents who can go sity ~d will eventually ~elf-destruct.7 gram does not seek to replace other 
acute financial problems, faculty elsewhere are doing so. Whites, who ,compnse about 10 medical or social sevices provided to 
losses and enrollment declines, Black Of the I. I million-Blacks receiving percent of the Black-College enroll- the client. 
colleges conf r a disproportionate 37 higher educations, 83 percent are not "!ent, also could benefit fr~~ att~n- The program was designed by the' 
pcfcent of undergraduate degrees attending Black colleges. Making d1n1 a Black College, W1ll1e s8ld. greater Washington Research Center 
award to Black students. And reference to the disparate graduatiOn ''Black colleges could ~ a setting in collaboration with the National In-
although some believe integration has rates of Blacks at- white colleges, where whites could be a minority and stitute of Child Health and Human 
made the BIAck colleges Myers said, ''Even though the white see ~hat ~tis like 1~ot to be in con- Development, the Office of Maternal 
tutechronistic, others disagree . colleges are creaming offjle brighter trol. While h~ admits that Black col- and Child Health of the Department 
· Their primary mission remains a Black students, they still don't seem le~e~ are. not 10 the bes~ of health, of W:u~~ Services of the District of 
steadfast anomaly amid the country's to be doing a very go9d job with W1ll1e S81d they are mak1!1g a great, Columbia, and numerous other in-
predominantly weite colleges. The them.'' , though largely unappreciated, con- stitutions and individuals both in the 
.usual precursors _ to entry-- The different {esults obtained at tribution to the country's education . District and other parts of the United 
standardized test scores, high school Black colleges, he said, are primari- system.'' '. ·, States. Services are provided in con-
gradcs and family finances--are large- ly ' becaus~ of the attention given to j'People need to sec the coi:'l- jun~tion with the Visiting Nurse 
ly irrelevant 'in determining the studehts by teachers. ,"At Black plementary roles of. Black and ~h~te Association of Washington; Dr. 
admittance. colleges you receive more personal collcges ... an edu~t1onal system wit.h Deborah Coates is the project direc-
''We arc educating, for the most atten1ion.- -:.not only in the size of the a Harvard but without a Hampton 1s tor. The program director a 
part, people who would ndt receive classes, but in a feeling that people - incomplete.'' registered nurse, and social wofker 
• I 
identify B-!i many prenant women in 
the Northeast Washington area as 
early as possible in their pregnancies 
in order to encourage them to begin 
and continue good helath care 
practices. 
The program is funded by the Ford 
foundation and by the April Trust, 
and can survive on its $500,000 per 
year until November, 1986. The pro· 
·gram is seeking other funds to con-
tinue operating into 1989 .Jiil 
The program particularl?"focuses 
on reducing low birth weight 
(prematurity), because black babies 
·pose the greatest number of 
''premies,'' still horns, and babies 
who die soon after birth due to lack 
of mothers getting good prenatal 
care, smoking, drinking, and ''doing 
drugs'' during pregnancy. The Nor-
theast area, the area mo'!hiefved by 
the program average$ 15 percent and 
the national rate is just under seven 
percent. 
The facility offers·free pregnancy· 
testing, home visits and telephones 
calts, friendly support, help getting 
public assistance, and small cash in: 
centives to those who joip the pro-
gram early in pregnancy, participated 
if the participant lives in the Nor-
theast area. 
of aJ1 aa:es, incorlte backarounds, and 
educational backarounds. Thirty· 
eight ~rcent of our participants are 
under 20.years-old. 1 ' 
She continued by pointina out that 
the focus of the program is.Jl{)t on 
''pre·graduition'' or child8kth 
because the pre-natal stage is impor· 
tant in the development of a healthY. 
baby. "We fcicus on linking prepwtt 
women with pre-natal care and mak-
ing sure they continue throghout the 
term of their pregnancy. 
''We want our 'participant' (this 
termjs important as opposed to ''pa-
tients' or ''client'' because if means 
the person cooperates as a result of 
her own choice) in eating right and 
being ·healthy." 
No participants in the program 
could be interviewed for the story 
because of the confidential nature the 
program operates with. 
''This IT'oject is important, and we 
are trying to find out if the program 
c~ work. It is important that every 
pregnant woman in the sevice area of 
Better Babies participate if only to 
assist other Women who may be ex-
periencing some difficulty,'' Maxwell 
said. ' 
0 an education at all,'' said Samuel care. Sometimes at predominantly including eight other community con-
Myers, president of the .National white colleges, the teachers may be ductors and supporters a make up the 
Joan Maxwell, President of the 
Better Babies program said, ''We en-
courap:e and actively recruit women 
The organization can be contacted 
at (202) 397-3131, Dr. Deborah 
Coates, project director is the contact 
person,. . AssociatiOn for Equal OppOrtunity in condescending. B'ut Black colleges 'Afr O. ' Art Better Babies team in an effort to 
Higher Education. ''We look at the really serve as incubators for the 
student's motivation and desires. We Black students where we nurture v1· etnam v t F I P1" nch 
listen to the recommendations of them instead Of knocking them ' ' L e s ee . , 
principals and teachers for the poten- down. ,, Myers also said that Blacks Collect1• on ' . 
• tial of latent talent that could be <t,t white colleges sometimes feel Donna Harris end of March, $33 was missing from billion fiscal year·'S6 budget, curtail-
develdped. ''Because of their unique 3.lienated and also lack role models. Hilltop Staff Reporter my check.'' · ing many of the agency's programs. 
• 
• 
approach to entrance, ''if the Black ''Teaching is identified as the ma- ''First, I thought that they had Another $196 million in outlays ear-
colleges closed, many Black students jor fiesponsibility. of the (Black- EXhl• b 1• ted Milit·ary veterans attending college made a- mistake, but then I saw the marked for short-and lon8-term VA 
would fall through the crevices. '' college) faculty as opposed to other or receiving vocational training under note that came along with my check projects also was cut,'' according to 
Whil~tisticians believe enrollment institutions where they are encourag- ....._ the Vietnam-era GI bill found that said my check was reduced the article in '':.The American 
at the country's Black colleges has ed to publish articles,'' s~id Harvard l Desiree Boykin something mis'sing from their mon- because of the Balanced Budget law Legion." I 
stabilized around the 220,000 level, education professor Charles V. Hilltop Staff Reporter thly checks after ~arch, according to that was passed in Decerbber of '85. •• Last Febru3.ry federal judges rul-
preliminary enrollment figur~s from Willie . Willie, author of Black Col· an article titled ''Veterans feel the The student went on to say, ed that the Gramm-Rudman-
NAEOHE for 1984-85 school year leges in America, said that Black col- . Pinch'' in the April '86 issue of ''The ' 'Because I get money from the GI Hollings balanced budget plan was 
h bo I · h II r h. h ed · The Steven G. Lewis and Albert b' ll Id • l'f f h fi • s ow a ut a five percent decrease eges enr1c a o 1g er ucat1on American Legion." Beainning March 1 , on t qua 1 y or ot er 1nan- unconstitutional. The budget plan 
ed · h h · · 1 • hi h · Blalock Black Memorabilia Collec- &" • I · h k d com par to the previous year . wit t e1r p1oneer1ng teac ng tee 01- . . . . .. 1, benefit checks would be reduced c1a assistance sue as wor stu y or must now go to the Supreme Court, 
''The majority of our students are ques. ''Black colleges are the research t!00 will be on exhibit wi.th the Na- up to ten percent. Howai'd's financial grant. I do and in the meantime, the judges have 
not the elite in either income or test and development arm of higher tional ~'?nfcrence of f':l:_ists ann~al The article went on to say that qualify for the Pell Grant, but allowed the automatic reductions, 
scores,'' said Myers, whose organiz.a- education in the United States. They an exhi91t at .the Marti uther ,K!ng benefit payments to those enrolled in be~ause I'm eligible for benefits which began March 1, to continue, 
tion represents the country's 114 have been using innovative (teaching~ Memorial Library from ~ay .1 to educacion and training programs under the old GI bill, I don'.t qualify The Reagan Administration is also 
historically Black colleges--colleges t~hniques long before other institu- June 3 I . . ~ . . were reduced 8. 7 percent. Subsistence for the maximum amount of the Pell · recommending that the new GI bill be 
thatwerefoundedforthepurposeof tions,"Willie said. The Lewts-Blaloc~ collection .i.s a payments fOr veterans enrolled in Grant." ' eliminated because it is no longer 
educating Blacks. He said about 90 Ofie ~~ample, Willie said, is the use fifebiea~-01f c~lecti~n tha~ cynJ~sts vocational rehabilitation were rolled Because of the Gramm-R~dman- needed as a recruiting tOOl to lure 
percent of the student\ at Black col- of wr1t1ng programs for college 0 ac -re at ~rti acts inc u ing back 13.l(J>ercent. Hollings balanced budget law, the people into the armed forces. 
leges come from families earning less s1uden1s. ''Black colleges have had ashtrays, porcelaitls, pho~oar:aphs. A vett;ran of the Am;i.ec;l Forces Veterans Admnistration has been The GI bill stipulates that if a PCl"r 
than $12,000, are the firsl generation wri1ing program11~foi: years for their postcards~ b~~ a.~verti~ .. :,; - who· is currently attending Howard forced to reduce spending in health son saves-a mMimum. of $100 per 
of their fllmily to attend college, and students . Now, throughout the coun- shhcct ~usf ic, 8 bolpaper hdocumenlbts . University, and asked not 10 be iden- care, education and other areas. month, thl;,government will put $20() 
---------------,-· -----''"'------, T e ant act! sym tze t e coait: Y· ~ 1·..-:a· °'d "l s" t t 11 a e ''The national deficit~reduction with th'ilSIOO, aiVing a GI o~ ,. . ticins that Blacks have made to 111e • sa1 _wa o a ~ un war c-
American art. The purpose of the that the rcduct1~n was going to oc- plan forced the Veterans Administra- beneficiary a total educational sav-
SBRIEFS 
CAPE CANAVERAL- The Delta Teacher. Christa McAuliffe, who 
rocket exploded Saturday, May 3 ,. 'al~o w~s killed aboard the Challenge 
while in launch much like the wit~ s1.x oth~r crew ~embers, . w 
Challenger did Jan. 28. This program buried 1n New Hampshire at a pnvat 
as well as the Ti~n. and Challenger ceremony . last I week 
programs are s\_!Spended, according The re~a1ns of the sev~n wcr 
to NASA sources. recovered 1n the Ocean 18 miles o_ff 
UNITED STATF.S· In light· of the shore ftom Cape Cana~eral, ft". 
Chernobyl nuclear mishap last week, months after the fatal "1:lsha~. It 1 
the officials here speculated some speculated t~e ~rew died 1n th 
fallout would be over parts of the downward spiral 1n~o the ocean ~fte 
U.S. by last week~d, but no health the Challengers explosion 
Fiazzards were spec~ated to result . . PRJNCETON,~.J. • St~dents tak 
Two U.S. doctors were consulted 1ng the Scholastic Aptitude Tes 
to help in Cxamining victims ~SAT) Sa1urday may have to retalc 
evacuated as a result of the incident 1t at a latter date because two page 
described as the worst nuclear acci- missing from some test booklets, ac 
dent in · history. cording 10 the College Board. 
ARLINGTON • Captain Michael . DURHAM, N.C.: Duke Univer 
John Smith the pilot kilred aboard s11y has decided to divest itself fro 
the Space shuttle Challenger Jan. 28 co~pan.ies doing busin~ss in Sout. 
was buried Saturday with full Af~1ca 1n 1988. The d1ves~~ent .1 
military honors in Arlington National estimated to toal $12.5 m1ll1on in 
Ceriletary .. He; wo¥1d have been 41 st.ock.- The trustees voted 21 to three 
last ' Wednesda d1ves1ture . 
collection is 10 educate the public ,~cu_r_._W_he_n_l _rec_e•_v_ed_m~y~c_h_ec_k_a_t _th_e_· _ti_o_n_to_cu_t_S_2_3_4_m_i_ll_io_n_f_ro_m_it_s_S_2_6_.6~i-n~g-s _o_f_S_3_00~pe_r_m_o_n_t_h_. ---~ 
about Black people's history; culture, 
and their struggles inpAmerica over 
the centuries particularly from 
slaver)' to the present. 
The display will be in the main lob-
by and second floor lounges of the 
library. .....,..-'" · 
The National Conference of Ar· 
tists, D.C. Chapter, is the oldest na-
tional black organization devoted to 
the visual and plastic arts. The· Con-
ference, which was established in 
1959, will host a reception on Thurs-
day, May IS, from 6to11u>.m. It will 
be in the A-level Galleries of the 
library. · . 
Merril Kaegy, coordinator for the 
library an exhibits said, "The exhibit 
is a chance for th-c appreciation of 
Afro-American Art because many 
people are becoming aware of this 
particular art and arc collecting it; it 
is in this spirit that I accepted the ex-
hibit .•• 
The Martin Luther King Memorial 
Library, located at 901 G Street, NW, 
has complimentary parking and is 
free to the public. 
-
THANK1 YOU . 
FOR YOUR SUPPORT AND 
• DEDICATION .. 
I 
*DR. JAMES CllASTAiN, INSURANJE CENTER 
*DR. PRAVAT ClloudlluRy, MARkETiNG DEpARTMENT 
*MR. EdwARd DEAS, DEAS' DELicATESSEN 
*Ms. HATTiE FosTER,' MERidiAN Hill DoRMiToRy 
*DR. LAWRENCE JollNsoN, MARkETiNG DEpARTMENT 
*DR. PAul0 SlEpiAN, MATll DEpARTMENT 
*DR. RApltAEl TllELWEll, SBPA GENERAL SERViCES 
' 
• 
• 
' 
' 
*MR. MAuRicE WilliAMs, CENTER foR HoTEl-MoTEl MANAGEMENT 
• 
• 
• 
. BUl·LD A FUTURI 
ORCSANIZE. AMERICA 
• 
• 
1 
• d<:vclops your communlc•tlon skills, polltlc•I lundr•lslng •bllltlcs, •nd • clcctor•I 
experience; 
• te•~es lc•dcrshlp dcvcloptncnt; 
· • gives you the opportunity to attend • m•Jor polltlc•I con[crcncc, •nd work with • 
variety or progressive org;anlzatlons; , 
• c•n develop Into • c•rccr in socl•I ch•ngc . 
Fight toxic polluters a11d Big Oil conrparrles. Flgbl/or better beallb car·e. Worllr 
"'ltb feminist leader1blp. Worllr to elect progres1lws. Worllr for cbange/ 
NATIONAL ~· 
CITIZEN ACTION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (202) 775-0370 
MARYLAND 
CITIZEN ACTION 
BALTIMORE (301) 235-5590 
. ' I 
' 
,,,,, w ,-1·,,_ ~,... .-llnl1 . . SIL VER SPRING (301) 585-6800 ' 
' 
• 
l • . ' ' 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
SHINES BRIGHTER THROUGH 
YOUR . WORKS '.·· · . 
• 
., 
' 
' 
TllANk you, 
I 
• 
' 
, 
• 
DOUGLASS p. SElby, ; 
SBPA PREsidENT-EMERiTus 
" • \ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
' 
, 
' 
• 
-
' 
• 
, 
' . 
• 
Pqe4 
'86-'87 Tuition Hikes In Effect 
• • .. .· 
Special to the Hilltop 
The Board of Trustees approved 
increases in tuition fees and room 
rates for all students beginning with 
th~ fall semester o( 19,86. , . . , 
fear; and in the School of Law, from 
$4,000 to $4,800 per year. 
. . 
Fees for change ot program, 
graduation, thesis binding, deferred 
payment and university health ~cr­
viccs were also raised. The change of 
program fee will increase from $10 to 
$20; the one-time graduation fee, 
which is currently $50 will become 
SI 00; the thesis binding fee will be in· 
creased from $30 to $60; the univer-
sity health fee will go from S7S to 
$100 per semester; and ihC deferred 
payment fee will be increased.1 from 
A new comprehensive ' fee for 
students enrolled. in the College of . 
·Medicine has been established at $23S 
per semester. 
Tuition for all full-time students, 
except those cnrolled·in medicine, 
dentistry, law or the graduate school, 
will be increased SSOO, from $3,000 
to $3,.500 per year. In the graduate 
school, tuition will increase from 
$3,400 to $4,100 per: year; in the Col-
lege of Medicine, itom SS,300 to 
$6,3.59 per year~ in the A College of 
Dentistry, from $4,300 to SS, 100 per • $2S to SSO per semester. I 
Increase for student housing ren-
tals, ranainl from 6.S percent to 12.S 
percent, were approved. The least ex-
pensive accommodations, rooms 
shar~ by three students, were in-
creased from S9SO to $1,0SO per year. 
The most expensive accommodations 
offered, the one-bedreom, single oc-
cupancy units at Hilltop House, were 
increased from $3, 7SO to $4,000 per 
year. 
• 
· ENROLL IN HUMAN ECOLOGY 
• 
• 
AN EFFECT.IVE WAY TO PREPARE TO IMPROVE THE 
. ' 
• 
QUALITY OF LIFE, 
ESPECIALLY THAT IN I , 
'' .... UNDERSERVED POOR, AND BJ;,ACK COMMUNITIES.'' 
• 
ENROLL IN THE SCHOOL OF HUMAN ECOLOGY 
· at HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
·Undergraduate Majors: 
*Consqmer Studies 
*Home Economics Education 
*Human Development 
. ' 
'*Early 'Childhood Education 
*Human Nutrition and Food 
*Dietetics 1 
• • 
*Institutional Food Service Administration 
Graduate Curriculum Sequences: 
*Consumer Affairs. (M.S.)-
*Home Economics Education ,.(M.S.) 
*Human Nutrition (M.S., Pb.D) 
*Macroenvironmental and Population 
Studies (M.S.) 
*Microenvironmental Studies and 
Design (M.S.) · 
*Environmental Science and.Policy 
*Fashion Design and Merchandising 
*International Studies in Human ,, 
*Interior Design ' 
EcologY, (M.
1
S.) , 
/*Emphasis in Human Developllleat (M.S.) 
*Joint B.S. Degree Program 
with College of Dentis!ry, 
Associate in Science degree in 
Qental Hygiene, and a major in 
Human Development, Early Childhood 
Education or Human Nutrition ' 
and Food • • 
·, 
' . 
• 
ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE OF BEING INSPIRED TO GREATER HEIGHTS 
' (,;; : ,,::;;·~;~.\"!~O~\:f!~,P)\Y IN TJIE.SCHOOL.OF HUMA!ll1ECOLOGY'S 
" ' b I ' '1 ' ' ' ,. . ' •1 ,. ,1,/ !)<'L'; r, ~ ' 1' · ·,"' ,- ·.'. 
DEPAR'FMEN·T OF ENVIRONMENTAL STU~I~S 
• 
PURSUE A MULTIDISCIPL INARY AREA OF CONCENTRATION IN: 
ENVIRONMENT AL SCIENCE 
AND 
ENVIRONMENT AL POLICY MANAGEMENT 
, 
The Department of E·nvironmental Studies Provides Both Undergraduate and Graduate Learning 
Experiences Directly Related to: 
- . 
*Effects of Environmental Agents on Health 
' ) 
*Environmental Problems Such as Hazardous Wasle Disposal 
*E~viro~al Regulations / ' • 
*Environmenlal Policies and Values . 
*Ecological Interactions of Hu~ans with Their Environ'-nt 
, 
' The Following are «?nly a Few of the Courses Offered by the Department: 
, 
*Environmental Eplde:mlology 
• 
*Environmental Toxicology 
*Environmental Science 
*Water Quality and Health 
*Environmental Management Policy 
*Occupational Heallb 
I 
*Environmental Case Studies 
' 
.. ( 
If you are Interested In accepdng the challenges In an iirea where career opportunldes abound, especl•lly 
for mlnorldes, come to Room 1029, Human Ecology Building, call 636 7104 or 7114, or complete 
and mall the fonn below. 
' ' • 
Please send me additional Information about: 
the major ' I 
the minor ' 
the graduate p~ograwm~---------
Name 
Address , 
• 
City, State & Zip [) 
Vrt I ~t! 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF HUMAN . 
ECOLOGY -
• 
2400 Sixth Stree•, N.W. 
Washinaton, D.C. 10059 
' 
" • 
.. 
' 
• 
• 
/ ( 
,, 
{ 
'!>'IE~~ ~E~11«:°1L..L H\S& 
~OU. / . • 
• 
• • 
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' 
. ' 
-
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• 
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• 
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• 1986 GRADUATES • 
EAST-WEST LINCOLN MERCURY 
• 
Has Pre-Approved <Credit from Ford Credit "'·' , 4X 
' 
*PLUS• 
$400.00 
• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
1 
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A NEW 
MERCURY 
.IT'S EASY TO QUALIFY!! 
• 
Just stop by: 7591 Annapolis Rd., New Carrollton, Md 
and see 
• 
f Larry Thomas or Gene .Young 
I 
OR -
• · call 459-1750 for all the details! 
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Tiie HIUtop/May 10, 1986 
. 
• 
Letter From the Editor 
• 
• 
' CarOI Winn is currently /he Editor-ln·Chief of 
' The Hilltop. 
-v~ . · 
This academic year has been a long ·and arduous one filled 
with accomplishments, failu~es, and joys. Anyone in a posi-
tion of authority knows what I mean. . 
Last March· 1985 when I was elected by the Hilltop Poliiiy 
Board as Editor-in-Chief of "The Nation's Largest Black Col-
legiate Newspaper" little did I know that the task ahead of 
me was to be virtually much more than I expected. 
My first expectation was that 11 was to conduct the dpera-
tion of the facility and the staff in an orderly and smooth man-
. ner while recognizing that hardships would occur. 
~ Well, an·yone around this year and specifically during the 
· 1985 Homecoming knows that I am referring to the fiasco that 
uccurred when former staff members decided thafif they could 
not p1l'sh their weight around and get their way, the best thing 
to do was to facilitate the termination of the Editor.in-Chief. 
Little did they know that rarely (if ever) have chief editors 
been terminated by the Board because of staff ' urgings or 
cajoling. ' 1J .: . 
·considering the co~ntl harassing, obscene phone calls, 
trash bags left on the door:-step with a note attached that read 
"To Carol Winn, frorn former ·staff" and other ridiculous 
encounters. after the incident, I have learned that no matter ' 
how right one is' "it can be lonely at the iop." · · ~ 
On a more pleasant note though, The Hilltop has continu~d 
to inform the Howard community on each Frida)! accordirlg 
to a schedule planned at the. beginning of the 1985-86 school 
year. • 
1 • During- this time we ha'9e receiv_ed positive and negative 
responses about The Hilltop. According to the 1984-85 editor 
Henry Boyd ·Hall, everyone will not be pleased with the pro-
duct'. He said, '.' ; .. . Needless to say, ai (a) university made up 
of 17 schools and colleges and more than 12,000 part- and . 
full-time students from all parts ·of the world, producing a 
weekly newspa,per that everyone will enjoy is next to impossi- . 
ble. ... " • 
I say righl on 10 that because l~ IS IMPOSSIBLE TO DO 
SO! ·· . . 
'- r--,1 als<i agree that the . only efforts a.ny e~itor ca!' make are 
I )equitable ones. This 1s what l 've tried to do .- be fair. 
. The 62-year-old Hilltop is read by thousaoos of people -
__,.J students, alumni, the local.community and people overseas. 
• 
•• 
This is why the pa,per'i •<a ff should consistent4:'._sttlve for ex- . 
cellence and lie ~mmitted to excellence in journalislq. Staf-
fers should take and ho kl fast to this standard of excellence. 
oot only because doing so is a challenge, but because I truly 
believe- that journalism is as indispensable to the welfare of 
society as water i~ to survival. Without \h9rough reporters who 
are.Pedicated to commi1ting themselveYto reporting accurate 
· and factual new$, the campus, community and the ·world will 
lack the information necessary to make prudent decisions 
,__ about theirs' and others' lives. 
True journalists should·.strive to enhance readers' lives and 
be as objective as possible. This is a must a.nd is what The 
Hilltop has striven (o do' . 
The Hilltop tradition has been and will always t?e an in-
teresting one. When I first arrived on Howard's ca·mpus in 
the Fall of 1983, I had no idea that I'd be a part of this tradi-
tion which l conclude to have been one humongous learning 
experi~nce; one which most definitely will prepare me for the 
,.,real'' world. .. . 
Dr. Carl Anderson, vice.f>resident for student affairs told 
me earlier this 'year that I would age about four years. What 
an accurate prophecy!!! _,, 
finally, J!d ljj<e to thank ·an of my staff members who hung 
in (here and wfi.o started the year with enough determination 
to finisp it. Also, thanks to all of you who came to The Hilltop 
~during the course of the fear and ''stuck it out.'' 
· This has been one "heck-of-a-year" and I challenge, next 
• year's staff to be resilient. Bounce back when or if you fall!! 
• 
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Manning Marable · ' . ' • 
• • 
America's ~Color Blind' Soctety .. • 
' 
beloltgcd to a favored aroup, ''while 
minorities and women wer' confm-
ed to ''diudvant•ard aroups,'' st1te1 
Berry. In other words, if one ia ''col-
or blind" to the historical lepcy or 
' racism. or to the particularity of op-
pression suffered by Blacks and other 
minorities, no Policies can ever be 
developed which recoanize thl · 
specific problems. If no data ii 40! 
lected on the socioeconomic, edUOS· 
tional and political status of Afro-
Americans, bow can their pr<>l'fSS ,or 
losses be measured? 
Prominent Black neoconservatives 
like Thomas Sowell, Glen Loury and 
Clarence Pendleton frequently assert 
that the Reagan administration is 
sincerely committed to the goal of 
racial equality. They insist that the 
President shares Martin Luther King, 
Jr.'s, ideal of a ''color blind'' socie-
ty. But what they don't say is that the 
phrase ''color blin4'' has two 
distinctly different meanings. For 
King, ''color blind'' meant transcen-
ding the barriers of legal and de fac-
to racial segregation. For the 
Reaganites, it means hypocritical 
rhetoric which favors racial equality 
as a social end, while simultaneously 
doing everything possible to bury the 
·interests of Black Americans within 
the political arena. ''Color blind'' 
under the era of Reaganism means a 
public policy ''invisibility'' for 
Afro-Americans. 
Examples are all too numerous. 
Several years ago, for instance, the 
Reagan administration made the 
decision to curtail if not totally 
eliminate the compilation of data on 
the participation of racial minoritjes 
in the job market, in ho\lsini and 
education. Accordi~l t? th~ publica- . 
lion Blaik Jss11es In Higher Education, 
the U.S. Education Department's Of-
fice of Civil Rights has been ordered 
to reduce its surveys on school 
desegregation all over the country. In 
1982, there were· over .5,000 elemen-
tary and secondary school systems 
which were studied for overall racial 
balance. Two years later. the number 
of departmental descgration studies 
dropped to 3,SOO. Black Con-
gressman Major R. Owens states that 
the Reagan administration, through 
the Office of Managtment and 
Budget, has tried to ''do away with 
information it doesn't like under the 
guise of reducing paperwork and the 
burden on citizens of filling out 
federal forms.'' Other vocal critics 
have insisted that Reagan's fierce op-· 
position of racial numerical goals in 
affirmative action policies has spark-
ed the movement to eliminate the col-
lect ion of all racially-based 
information. 
Several weeks ago, President 
Reagan declared that he w.as unsure 
whether to dismantle the executive 
order issued in 196.5 w~ich requires 
many Federal contractors to set 
numerical soals for hiring Blacks, 
Hispanics, women and other 
minorities. First, the President 
resorted to IYing about his own racist 
poliilcil tCcord: ''I was doing thingf' 
about ·civil rights before there was 
such a program.'' Later, Reagan 
twisted the meaning of equality for 
Blacks: ·•1 think that we must have 
a color blind society. Things must be 
done for people neither because of 
nor in spite of any differences bet-
ween us in race, ethnic origin or . 
religion.'' Reagan's argument is rein-
forced by those rightwing intellec-
tu@ls .and bureaucratic hacks who 
supervise national civil righ(s policY. 
The difficulties of the Rcaganitc 
position arc spelled out by Mary 
Frances Berry, a member of the U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights. ''Civil 
rights laws were not . passed to give 
civil rights protection. to all 
Americans," but rather out ·or a 
recognition that ''some Americans 
already had protection bccau~e they 
By pretend.ins to be ''color blind,'' 
the President and his functionaries 
arc lcadjng a massive retreat from 
equality. Blacks and their allies must 
continue to press for their rights, 
understanding that-no viable path to 
equality exists without affumativc ac-
tion and race-conscious policies. 
br. Manning Marable Is pro/mar of ,, 
political sociology at Colgate T/nMr· 
slty, Hamilton, New York. "Along 
The ·cotor Line" appears In 140 
newspapers, intematiOfllJ/ly. 
Andrew Skerritt ' • 
. 
I 
. Laurels-and Darts . 
Laurel- to Kevin Scott and students 
of the Medical School Associatiot\ 
who organized and protested to en-
sure that the University dealt with 
their greivances fairly . ·~. 
Dart- to President Cheek for another 
year of invisible and imperial leader-
ship . He was majestic in his 
ceremonial appearanc~s but those 
were the.only oc.casions that students 
saw him . J 
• 
Dart· to· the grcek fraternities, Kap-
pa Alpha Psi and Omega Psi Phi for 
squandering thci(·good fortune. Dur-
ing a period of gr'owing fraternity 
membership they persisted with their 
primitive ·abuses and $;0 will be 
suspended for a few years. 
/ 
' Laurel- to the School of Communica-
tion's Department" of Journalism for 
gaining accreditation'. 
• 
Laurel- to Steve Jack~orr and the . Dart- to the H.U. administration for 
members of Black Un~ Youth ~'r announcing another increase in 
the demonstration of outrag~ against school fees. However. the students 
the Greascm~ 1)1~r actions told the can ·expect no improvement in the 
world that the fires of activism on quality of service they receive fi-om 
this campus are not entirely dead. the university . 
1.a.re1. to the Department or the 
Dirt- to the student~ who vandaliz- Humanities for putting on several 
cd the football field 1and to the of- great programs featuring such artists 
ficials who were not smart enough to as, Gwendolyn Brooks and Thni ~ssign a security detail to guard the Morrison. The programs gave 
university's . million dollar : Howard the cultural clement Howar-
invcstmcnt. . dites like to boast about. · 
" Laurel- to the progressive element on 
Howard campus who t:lected the 
Alston-Brooks coalition to HUSA 
office. i;he vote w~ fgr the ty~ of 
leadership sourly lacking in HUSA 
Dart- to Bryan Moore and Paul Scott Laurel-'"to the H. U. administration 
for their mediocre leadership of rOr finally doing something about the Dirt· to the school of Liberal Ans 
HUSA. Theirs was Jpcrfcc;t Fx;unple ;o~s.fbq\l'j'· 11\~ f~noy~tcd.~Ja,diu)l1 f91"1i111ji9g t 1l9ijl;)' ,Jt~emcn1 which of the kind af !itudt~t lgoverilmcilt i • wil~J;e reBdy f0f'thcupcon\1itg foot• l'"r&emblcM \tl'oad"\nap to nowhere', 
that Howard students can do ball season and the Bison fans arc ex- which pleased no one and which said 
during the ~t year . 1 without . "" ·, J ; 1 •"" t ')>eelint4>etter •NWks.-' .l ~ · a. I.; • :inothinj:.o -'' . 
' 
' 
Value a Howard ·Education 
Having taken my last exam, hav- those that came before them, and the 
ing made my final payment to the tradition of excellence and service 
Bursar, and parting farewells to they Cstablished despite all the odds 
classmates, friends and teachers, the against them. 
actuality that I have completed my When I speak of tradition in ex-
venture at Howard University has cellence and service, I speak of it in 
taken a hold . As a graduate, looking the context of Blacks traditionally be-
back on my experience here, I am ing denied education; of having to 
mind~ul of the v~ried and numerous come by it furtively by candle light 
occasions on which the se_nse of the in slave shacks; then by way of 
value and the privilege or a Howar~ arded, second-rate material; and 
education was imi;>arted to me. 1nsp of this being able to make 
!~ough I had some' tlmes thought of signifi t contributions to society. 
tt in terms of status and monetary at- Traditionally, our numbers have been 
tainment, I realize the true value and small but the contributions have 
privilege of my undertaking here. been ireat. This tradition cannot be 
Reflecting back on my first day at better exemplified than by the legacy 
Howard, I recall how impressive and established by the graduates of 
dignified these old brick buildings Howard University. 
seemed to me. l w~ almost oyer- Howard can proudly boast of · 
whelmed by the multitude of bright fostering Thurgood Marshall, the 
young men and women, presumably first Black Associate Justice to the 
the b~st of their gen~ratio.n, United States Suprcin.e Court and 
dccorat1n.g the . campus like wild Superior Court JuQse of the District 
flowers ,n a f~eld. But, wh~t ,I of Columbia, Willi~S. Thomp~n; 
remember most, ts the sense of trad1- in the area of law, Howard has pro-
tion I felt. l thought about all <;?f duccd such personages as the late 
those who had come here to learn 1n Patricia Harris former Secretary of 
some of these same old brick the Department' or Health, Education 
buildings before me. And then of ahd Welfare. mayor of Atlanta and 
Letters to The Rditor 
Liberal Art's Big Bash! 
• 
In case you students did not know, 
there was a banquet this past Sunday. 
April 27th commcmorating,,your cx-
ccutivt staff mtmbers. As a fellow 
corlcerned Liberal Arts student, I at-· 
tended, uninvited I might add. 
It is my understanding that this 
sort of thing is aivcn every year (ex-
cept last year because of the turmoil 
of the administration), and th• same 
thing happens. The executive board · 
takes OUR student activity fees and 
gives a banquet that the students are 
not even invited to! Invitations were 
aiven to ''special'' persona on the 
board, as well u other ' 1friends'' and 
''family'' members, and while some 
are allowed to brina: auats, others are 
not. 
Naturally, invited persons were to 
respond R.S.V.P. and many did not. 
Persons allowed to brina one 1uat 
brought two or nope at all. While 
other students were stud)'ina for ex-
ams, we were sittina at Hopte'a, yea 
Hoaate's, eatina $20 plates of food 
that looil.ed lik• all of the day's 
scraps, bul tasted a little better, and 
havina ••run.'' The cost for thia ban-
quet you · t uk, I miaht ntim•te 
' 
tivitics fees! Jn addition to this, there 
was at least SSOO spent on placques 
(yes ALL of th• staff members 
received one), and at least another 
$.50 spent on unwonhwhile and un-
mcanina:ful certificates. 
• I'm sure that the·LASC treuurer, 
Mr. Chuck Malone could acid this up 
for us. Yes Mr. Malone, th1t comea 
up 10 about $3,0SO approximately. 
To put the lcina on the cake, while 
60· plates had to be paid for in ad· 
vancc, only about 20 invited and 
uninvited-tauests showed up. There 
were at lei.st three tables with no one 
sittina at them. 
You may ask why the students 
themselves were not invited to thia 
"gala affair", I'll try tQ tell you. It 
was probably because no one 
responded R.S.V.P. and their lll•ce1 
were belna held "just in cut they ar-
rived late," needles1 to say, they did 
not arrive at all! 
former ambassador to the United Na-
tions Andrew Young, and Lieutenant 
Governor of Virginia, Gene Wilder; 
in the field of medicine aitd science 
there is Dr. ; W. Montague Cobb, 
medical educator, Dr. LaSalle Lef-
fall, chairman of the Department or 
Surgery at Howard University 
Hospital and scientist Issac T. 
Gillam; in literature and the arts there 
are such eminent figures as award 
winning novelist Toni Morrison, 
playwright Richard Wesley, actresses 
Debbie Allen and Phylicia Ayers-
A!lcn-Rashad and internationally ac-
claimed opera singer Jcssye Norman. 
And now myStlf, along with the 
other approximately 2,000 members 
of the class of 1986. 
As we go into the careers and pro-
fessions we've been groomed for with 
the greatest of hope and loving care, 
we must keep in mind that what has 
been given to us with the privilege of 
being a Howard grad is the respon-
sibility to uphold our alma matCr's 
reputation of excellence in all 
endeavors. There is also the respon-
sibility to give to others anything we 
can to help them along their way. As 
the Liberal Arts students register. In 
invitina her, there was still one 
mistake. While all of the txecutive 
staff (thoSt who arrived) sat 11 tht 
head table, Mrs. Howard was seated 
in the audience with the rest of the 
invited auests. You may ask WHY? 
Well, that is my question exactly! 
While I'm sure studylna for llnal 
exams is more important, tnd • 
probably more fun, I think that J\l>t 
' as it was in the past, Uberal Art& 
students should have been invited in 
the place of all the ''just in cases'' 
wbo t1e11er showed up anyway. If the\I 
had, I'm sure all of that wasted food 
would itot have been wasted. 
• You may also ask why the lludtnts 
did not know about the ''banquet'' 
which their money wu1 used so well 
on. I can probably- t1w q--
don too. It WU problbly beal1111 the 
coontin1tor or tbil • ~ .. .,.. affair'' 
thouabt too meay p1~lil..,,, .... 
tooome. lfthlawutbtdMv1qt di 1 
why - - It up to ..... A estol 
Arll 111111 Ill and di i I 1 to ta I I the 
p I ople who bave " I I 'b 'r 
"'OalJ all J'IK, MW It. 
we witness what seems to be a revival 
of racism and the exclusion from the 
freedom of life, ,liberty and the pur-
suit of happiness that many arc ex-
periencing, we must remember thtc 
crosses that were borne so that we 
might have this opportunity. We 
must ~ the voice for those who go 
unheard, and the guidina li&ht for 
those in darkness. Through service to 
' our families, communities and the 
world, which should ultimately be the 
.mission of each graduate, WC will 
reaJize the value of our Howard 
education. 
As I leave this institution which has 
been a bountiful and nuturina sanc-
tuary to me, I will try not to look 
back to often, for much lies ahead to 
be done. But, memoria of the love, 
guidance and concern that has been 
shown to me by my instructors, the 
chairman of my department, Dr. 
Lawrence Kaaawa, and my adopted 
family in the Department of Social 
Medicine will be ever present in my 
heart and mind. 
Lanita Pace ts Managing F.ditor of the 
Hilltop 
. ., 
' 
I'm sure this wu not done because 
she thought that the 11udents would 
not ap'prove or plaq1111 (or two). To 
just throw a Nnquet for 1 ''cbt:l11n 
few•• is not fair to the student& who 
paid for it (and the llip ends they 
receive as well); indeed, ii ii JUlt- a 
slap in the facet For thooe who are 
interested, then! wu a cub bar (for 
those with cash) all otben drut 
water, yes the ahntpty HlO. 1be 
"banquet" Itself lasted about two 
houn, while iv.-,one •ede •eD 
talk the other hour and a llalf tllet 
were tllere. 
For mon:dml!s, or fwtMr qw. 
dons yoll may "41£1act Ille cocir- · 
diM1or or thla "laYilll alfaiitl" Sloe 
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Ques and Kappas Are Under Fire ~ Howard University's Hospital. We ofriaht,andupontrustinthedestiny , • 
. 
. . ( notified their regional director who of the Negro pcfole, '' accordin1 to To my ex-wife, Paulo P .. Though we're 
is investigating the matter.'' Archer Baird's Manual o American College divorced, do you think we con hook-up-
other pledgces) C"~ in complaining said. ''The information we have sug- Fraternities, by oho Robson. for one more t ime? 1t's been real. Her 
Mobley said that the father of a 
person interested in pledging who did 
not make line, contacted the national 
fraternity with a complaint which 
sparked the investigation. 
''We don't have any leaacy clauses 
in · Kappa Alpha Psi. When so-
meone's son doesn't make line you 
have calls where people try to do 
whatever they can to get them on line. 
The official membership of the 
chapter picks whoever they want to 
become a member." 
'
1 Hopcfully after this mess has 
been resolved they (the pledgees) will 
be recognized as offic~al members of 
Kappa Alpha Psi," Mobley said. 
Keith Wilson, a chemistry major 
from the District and ~ former 
pledgee on the Kappa line, said that 
h": was informed by former Province 
According to Wilson, he made; line b«ause it was in7~;fering with their gests that the medical attention is as The cardinal principles Or the ex-husband, Jonathon. 
for three weeks and was later releas- stu·dies. They put him out because a result of pledging activities. The fraternity are manhood, scholarship, · 
ed because of the inquiries. The . f · discussions that I've had with people perseverance and uplift ; h 
f · b th t Id them froni they thought he was a source o in- . . . . . . 1 , 1 k 'd . h From 9-A-84 to 9-A-86, I send wit you ratern1ty ro ers o . . formation for me. 1 never ?sked my 1nd1cate ~he 1~1ur1es came as a resu t 11 We ve a ways ta en pr1 c 10 t e my !ave, my smile, and my heart. Toke 
the beginning that there was a line, son to tell me what he was doing,'' of paddling, . type of people who come into our core of yourself as you pursue _your, 
he said.T.he pledgees met an~ .c,x- 'd W'I After a hearing was held by the~ organization,'' said Broome.' ''Our goals. Lo .. -vour Personal , Jobber-Jaws. 
Changed informat'ion and continued sat i son. · Id ' · th t o d' · · d · ' ·~-, During the interview pc:riod reg1ona 1r~tor concerning e w tra ition 1s to pro uce our nation s 
meeting with the assistant dean of Wilson's other son Mark Wilson was pledgees. a t~1rd perso_n ~as ~01;1n~ to finest men. The question is arc we no I, Sonya D. Lockett. being of sound mind 
plCdgces. . . • not accepted 10 the pledge line. be h<?spit~l1zed for s1m1lar 1nJur1es, longer keeping the tradition? and deseroble body do hereby bequeth 
''They were attempting to prepare ''Keith spent $200 on uniforms. Archer said. . . . Somewhere we lost control.'' the followirig: 
us for what was to come for the rest When they put Keith out they kept all The following persons hosp~taliz- The Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, To' my sands ''Sgt ." Lisa Deon 1 leave 
of the pledge period,'' said Wilson. _of his clothes and wouldn't give it ed for treatment: Bryan Carmicheal Inc. , was founded at Indiana Univer- my title of ''the woman '' to be used with 
''We considered it being· back and haven't given it back. I've an~ Ba~ry Thompson, yeor~etown sity on Jan. S, 1911 by Elder W. the style, class and finesse as its previous un~rground . We were still walki~g asked for it and the university has University Hospital (GUH), Troy Diggs, Byron K. Armstrong, John holder. / 
ar-ound with clothes you wear in ~ asked for it," said Wilson. Youi:ig Grea~er South East Com- M. Lee, Henry T. Asher, Marcus P. To my sonds C"K'eryl ''the girl'' Peters I 
everyday class.'' Other former pledge members~ mun1ty H,osp1tal (GSECH). .' Blakemore, Guy L . Grant, Paul leave all my unconquered feve r. 0 phone 
Wilson's father Chester Wilson, Xi chapter could not be reached f r ".'oung •. a 19-ycar-old acc~un~1ng Caine, George W. Edmunds, Ezra D. Jn banking service a nd Lorezo's charge dir~tor of Student Recruitement and comment at prcsstime. maJO~, said that h.e ~as hosp1tal_1zed Alexander, and Edward G. Irvin. cord. 
a member of Kappa AlpHa Psi On April 29 Raymond Archer for six ~ays beg1nn1ng t?e Friday Its purpose is ''to encourage T 0 my bes test Maiello Chu be I leave my Fraternity, learned of pre-pledging received ra letter from district ~fter spring ~reak was ov~r, howe'"'.er, honorable achievement in every fielP favorite DeltCI sweatshirt (I kno.wyou've 
activityotherthanperiodspermitted, representative Robert Howard stating 1t had nothing to . d~ with pledging of human endeavor, to unite in a been eyeing it!) 
and indicated that he knew about the that the Omega Psi· Phi' Alpha a. nd he was not admitted for pad.di- fra~er. nal bond ' college ·men of a T 
· · d . To my friends Susie ., Mory Ann, eri 
activity, however, 11 continue . chapter at Howard lias been suspend- 1n~. abuse. to the but~ocks, he said-. culture, patriotism and high sense of and Big John 1 leave on MC1 number to ,, Poll Mark, Clarence Nelson, that the i chapter did not have permission 
to have a pledge club' because ''for 
one thing they didn't ask for permis-
sion. We weren't registered.'' 
''When I became aware I indicated ed from the Howard University cam- I was 1n the hospital for perso~al honor, and to promote the social, in- coll me and keep me up on the gossip. 
I was aware a~d whhen they ~idn'} pus until 1991 for ''violation of problem~. The pr?ble!!1s h.ad nothing tellectual, and moral welfare of its T 0 my spec Cynthia Robinson I leave all 
stop I brought 1t tot e attention .o fraternity guidelines'' during the to do w~th pledging, said Young. members,'' according to Daird's . the love that 1 hove found in Delta and 
the advisor (a Kappa representative 'Si)ring 1986 pledge period •. Archer ~arm1chael and Thompson could ''Kappa didn't stand for anything that iammind ld'mily tradition. ''We'd signe papers to release 
grades and I nderstand thiit the 
university (o he chapter) ha'd per-
misSion to p edge. Complications 
came up when my father made in· 
on Howard's campus).'' Wheq that said. The letter did not specify what no, be reached for comment. . . negative,'' said Chester Wilson, in To my secrets Alex is, 1 \eave the my role 
didn't work he co~Jacted the Eastern those guidelines were. Members ~f the Omega Psi Pht reference to his college experience as stepmoster-kick it out! 
Poll Mark, he sa1 . ''We received reports that initially .<\.lpha chapter y.iould .not com~ent with the chapter. at Howard in 1956. T 0 my sorors J !eave all my love. devo-
'' 1 told my son lhat what is hap- two of its members sought medical on the -suspension ne1t}J.er national ''It was all po~ive. It was about tion and my heart! 
quiries . 11 • penin& is not legal . They (Keith and attention at area hospitals other than representative~ Rober~ Ho"'.ard :and maintaining the good image of Kap-Thomas Douglass, northern area I pa in the eye of the public." 
supervisor . 
Hilltop Changes Ranks 
Continued from Page 1 
Jonalhan Matthews, a member of 
the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity and a, 
graduating senior was asked about 
the paddling incidents . ''No com-
ment,'' he said . 
.t. • Taft Broome, advisor to the 
sentiments by saying ' 'we're ·more vestigate into new ways of getting Hilltop is currently occupying is in- chapter at HQward, said a student 
self sufficient." qualified-competent individuals." He adequate and it is scheduled to be was having a· problem an~ was in-
Jonathan Matthews, business also related that the paper should in- torn down soon," he said. spected by a physician who said it was 
manager of~he ~aper, said, '''!"e ran vest in more equipment. B.G. Harris, assistant to the vice due to hazing. The university , was 
into some cost overruns during the Vincent Johns, dean of Student president for fiscal a,ffairs, said that contacted and the national fraterni -
first semCstCr in Printing but we Life and Activities and a~sdo ah Hilhltop it will be a while before an~ subsftahn- ty, he said. , . 
recouped our losses far more than policy board member sa1 t at t ere tial movement is seen because o t e When asked what was the cause of 
was expected because of the new is some increase in printing the university's ''master plan'' and ttJat hazing Broome said,. ''The opinion of 
typesetting equipment that was pur- Hilltop each year. ''Maybe not to the dormitories are proposed for the pledging and hazing at the universi -
chased. We will come out in the black Record but money is used to buy new location The Hilltop currently ty has taken a changing attitude. 
about SS,OOO,'' ·Matthews added. and Qpdated electronic equipment occupies. There are some brothers who will not 
He said that many people thought !hat will be used to enh3!1Ce the ,quali- Stacy Richardson newly elected obey the rules. There are some who 
The Hilltop had run out of money as ty of the paper'' he said. business manager said that she has exceed their priviledges. '' 
in past years whenever there was a ''We are constantlY looking for many innovative ideas that she hasn't ''They are not that active in the 
break in publication such as after , new source~ ?! revenue ~ecause the finished developing such as putting chapter and have not paid their finan-
Christmas, spring break and before · student act1v1t1es f~ c~n t co~er the all of the accounts on a ~rsonel com- cial dues. They have never accepted 
graduatio11. ''If they would just look C?St (of the P.aJ?C:r) · Johns said that puter and the upgrading o~ the the university or the fraternity's po'si-
at the pUb1ication schedule they ~1ght now he 1s 1n the process of l<>:<>k- · payroll system so that people will get tion on hazing.'' 
. Would see that we printed every issue i~g for new qu~rt.ers for the publ1ca-· paid on time .. " J\lso.we're purchas- \ ''l see only one solution and that 
that we said we would in September'' t1on . I! w3.s or1g1nally planned that 1ng new graphics equipment and fur- .a is the Alpha chapter brothers have to 
h .d The Htlltop would occupy the office niture . The furniture will provide a b t ·n that the person commi'tted e sai · next to the B1'son Yearbook in the · e cer ai 
· M pleasant atmosphere to work in . (accepted to the chapter) realizes that 
To imp ove the newspaper at- -Blackburn Center but that space was ''Most of this has been aproved by the fraternity has an alternative to 
thews said, 'The most valuable asset · h h b II Th ff' ' d I d " 1 
I t oug t to e too sma . at o ice the Hilltop policy boar area Y . change goals,'' said Broome. of a compa is its emp oyees, · · d hed 1· ' ff d I' I k ' 1s now operations an sc u 1ng 1or have a good sta an m oo 1ng The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. 
therefore The ii/top should in- theBlackburn Center .''Thearea The foward to working with them'' . was founded at Howard University 
·· , .,,.,,,, on Nov. 17 , 1911 and is the--first 
., ...... - -- · ··n 1-·, · ~- • ··r · .,,,,,, .. ,:.' Greek~lettered organization for men 
'"'t· .. nss C'L.a'n· UPS Adolescents ,, on this campus. The founders . Edgar J 1 I C::.1 fl 0 c;., /\.. Love, Oscar J , Cooper, Frank 
Continued from Page 7 
singulaily or in tandem, create stress, 
the catalyst for further despair. 
'.:The thing about stress is it makes 
yoU' incapacitated,'' said Psychiatric 
Social Worker Barbara Marshall, 
who has 20 years experience in 
supporti\'.e treatment,'' she said. ''I 
involve them in conversation, trying 
to establish a rapport to get students 
to express their feelings . Nothing is 
unsolveable. 
values [from) family customs with 
those found endemic to the Howard 
community," said Lacey. ''The stu-
dent becomes frozen, despairs and 
may exhibit total confusion.'' 
Coleman and Ernest E. Just -
established the fraternity ''op a [oun-
da1ion of faith in the basic ethical 
standards and in the ultimate victory 
, 
Last Will 
and 
~ 
Testament 
• 
To Do le Mason 1 leove my office, nWP.C. 
and my best wishes for a successful ad-
ministration. In addition t leave my ad-
vice: in all decisions or actions that you 
make o(behalf of the School of Business, 
be certa fn of three things- l) that tMey 
ore in line with your convictions, 2) that 
' . they do not reflect your personal bias, 
and 3) that your decision is in the best 
interest of the St.udent Council, the 
School of 8usiress, ·and Howard Univer· 
s1ty. Douglass Selby 
To Deon Milton Wil son (Deon of the 
School of Business and · Public , Ad-
ministration) I want to thank you for your 
advice. gu idance and quick action. With 
the post behind us 1 feel thot the School 
of Business will prosper from the com-
bined efforts of the Council and the 
Deans' office. Douglass Selby 
Best Wishes to the Circle, fonded Moy 
S, 1986, whose purpose is to a!low 
Howa rd University Students & Alumni 
occess to a network of progressive and, 
enterprising graduates of Howa rd 
University . The ol:iiective specifically is f(J 
broaden the base of successful Howard 
Alumni at Jorge . We wish to support 
financially and otherwise students w~o 
hove the potential of both benefiting and 
serving society in genera l. 
I, John l . Horrisingh being of somewhat 
mind and body leave to Oliver Johnson 
and 'fhe Campus Pols all the headaches 
and joys of Orientation and the enter-
ing class. lo Carol Winn and that 
dynamic ~illtop staff I leave thanks for 
making rTiy year as Chairma n of the 
Policy Board m!JCh EASIER than I ex-
pected. To •Buddy Lewis I leave my un-
dying commitment to our strong friend-
ship in making it ldst even when he is 
as famous as Sill Cosby and Eddie Mur-
phy. To Corl Whitehead I \eave the 
GOOD FRIEND AWARD. To Nikki, I 
leave whatever it takes to keep her in my 
life. To HOWARD UNIVERSITY, THERE 
IS NO TANGIBLE ITE'j TO EQUAL THE 
APPRECIA1ION AND rovE I HAVE FOR 
MY ALMA MATER . , 
I, Angela King, of sound .. mind and t>i>dY· 
do bequeath : ) . 
To Susan Jones, the fond memories. 
we've shared over the years to carry with • 
you your first time away from hon'le (and 
a wedding dote!) ; to Kelli (rummer, the 
true meaning of ''discreet , ·· marital 
bliss, and the courage to continue to face 
reality in this.Block life as you and I know 
it; to Ton ia Jones, my blessings in 
whatever you do, because I know you'll 
go for; to Darren Price, a cash certificate 
for your very own VCR; to Dwayne Poo, 
another ll_u,9gob1e friend t~Joke my ' 
pla~e; to Qiuck Ooeiyje , some a::intoct ' 
lenses so you con get with the eighties , 
or:id my unending wit ; and to Greg Wat-
son, someone to toke my place to give 
you the hard time you deserve {no real-
, ly, I wish you all the best !) 
LOve, A.G .K. 
, psychotherapy. "When students are 
J\ 'in crisis', they're so wrapped up in 
} the moment--in their classes, exams, 
boyfriends, girlfriends--that they 
can't see alternatives . They're just 
too anxious ." 
''The thing of it is, the sooner a 
person gets into the system and sees 
the alternatives, the better ." 
Mental health people speak quite 
frequently of ''alternatives ." It's as 
simple as being flexible in the face of 
change and,. unflustered by the ten-
sions of today's society. This is key, 
This is a phenomenon called 
culture shock. 1 
''When I first came here in fall 
1984," said a sophomore Nigerian 
woman who preferred anonymity, 
''so many ways were different here 
and I didn't know how to make 
myself feel a part . I think Americans 
believe it is easy to become .friends 
with them .'' 
, 
' 
But besides grappling wit}) school 
and interpersonal relationships, there 
is a myriad of other problems facing 
the black coll~ge student . 
Said Lacey, ''Bec~use there's a lot 
of pathos in the black family, this 
t.translates into tremendous pressure 
[on students] to achieve. 
••Also, what you often find is that 
black ')ti.idents are the only ones in 
their flmilies to ever attend college. 
There is an inherent financial pro-
blem in this as well,'' continued 
Lacey. ''Obviously, black students 
have more problems than their white 
counterparts and need a network of' 
support.'' 
That network exists on campus. In 
addition to counseling students for 
example, Marshall says she often 
helps students find housing, off. 
campus work and sometimes, food . 
''By th~ time students come in, 
they're usually at the end, and they're 
desperate. This is when they need that 
' say the experts . 
''Suicide is caused by people who 
can't see a way out, who can't see 
alternatives to their current itUa-
tion, '' said Lacey, a 1968 grad ate of 
Howard's medical school. '' r ex-
ample, what I see as a proble for 
many, many Howard students i they 
don't know anythirig about the job 
they're being trained to do . What if 
t!p;Y won't like it? 
"They tend to think ' if I can't be 
a dopor, I can't be anything.' That's 
-pappycock. There must be a certain 
realization; awareness can cut down 
on a lot of the depression .I ' 
What of foreign students who, ac-
cording to Marshall, suffer from 
''separation anxiety''? 
''Howard has a large number of 
foreign students, most of whom suf-
fer from adjustment reactions at 
some time.during their college career, 
perhaps as the result of a conflict of 
Culture shock's fraternal twin, 
alienation, is a feeling of separation 
from one's own culture, environment 
or even family . Still, ''when one 
considers that all students must -deal 
• )iith the stresses of post-adolescence-
-for example, the self-image crisis or 
the search for a mate--the problems 
of foreign students arc therefore 
doubled," said Lacey. • 
Both Lacey and Marshall say they 
depend on faculty and staff to refer 
students'. exhibiting signs of depres-
sion or anxiety to the clinic. Refer-
red students are usually receptive . 
''This is a joint effprt,.:' ' saiC 
Lacey. 
. Management P1:ogram Is A Success 
Continued from PaKe 1 
In the lodging industry, women 
make up SS percent of the work 
force, with 20 percent in supervisQ(y 
and managerial positions, said Stev~n 
Trombett, spokesman for the 
A,merican Hotel and Motel 
Association. 
Minorities account for 13 percent 
. of all employees in the lodging in-
dustry, Trombetti said, although he 
had no statistics on those in 
man11ement. 
Believed to be the fi1st Black 
woman to head a major .#otel in the 
nation, Sally Bissrat, general 
m•n•p of the 250-room Tarrytown, 
NY Hilton Hotel, said chances for 
advancement ''are excellent'' today 
for women and minorities in the 
hospitality industry, indicating that 
this wun't the case when she began 
her career 17 years &,o. 
. Mlree and Waites both aspire to 
becOme aeneral man11ers. 
Blutat ii orie of 28 industry leaders 
\. on tbc.h~ manqement proaram's 
advisory council, whicli assists in 
reinfordna IM;#lemi<: preparation and 
intermhip opportunities. 
Since Its Inception in 1982, the 
Howard propam hu amassed sup-
port rrom aome 40 hospitality en-
tlda, WHH1m• points out. Support 
bu come In the form of internships 
ud pmlldpalion . of induatry .,.. 
1 ''•• la 'f·cc•oom md extra-
curricular activities such as the pro-
gram's General Manager Lecture 
Series. 
Some companies also provide 
facilities for the program's ''intern 
school,'' where students spend a 
weekend at a property observing the 
dynamics of~"hotel and restaurant 
management firsthand, William 
explained. 
Scholarship assistance is · also of-
fered by the Marriott Corp. and 
Stouffer Hotels. 
Williams gave other examples of 
indU:stry support including: Resorts 
students desiring to enroll in the pro-
gram. What's significant is that the 
applicants outnumber the 73 students 
currently enrolled iii the program, 
and that 32 applicants have met 
criteria to be admitted this fall. 
The new crop of students would be 
interested in knowing that not only 
have the four graduates in the pro-
gram's first class landed jobs but so 
have three of the 13 seniors ex~cted 
to graduate in December, Williams 
said. 
International Inc~ recently invited 12 
students to Atlantic City to acquaint One seniorJ Paul G. Spence, 23, 
thelJl with career opportunities in the hl\J already clunbed the ~eer ladder 
hotel-casino industry; the National to upper management as the night 
Cal.. fBI kM · Pl manaaerofthe774-roomJ.W.Mar· o 1tton o ac eeti11a anners riott Hotel in Washington. He 
hosted nine Howard hotel manage-- · · 
ment students at its sprina convention previoualy headed the hotel's heafth 
in Los Angeles to aet them involved club. He~· also vice president of the 
in ''the science Of meetina plannina."' Howard University Hospitality 
said Wil1iams; and the Sands Hotel- Manaaement Association, a student 
Casino of Atlantic City recently sroup. 
sponsored a recruitjna luncheon on Dr. Jtimes E. Cheek, president of 
behalf of Howard's hotel m•naae- Howard University, saw the need to 
ment proaram, invitina hi.ah-school estabUib a hotel manqement pro-
principalJ, counselon, student& and aram because 11tbe hotel induatry is 
others from South New Jersey and a srowtb induatry, and we feel we 
the PbillddPhi• area. mutt provide our 1111dent1 with the 
To lncllclltClhe prollfllll'l llfOwtb, skW1 ..... ~1«111 thll wlD _.hie 
the dlnctor-......, 11111 thus far be bu th "to em~maat llDd •· 
received II appllcatioa1 from but Oil • 
Montgomery ~allege offers 1 
affordable credit classes for r 
transfer back to your four-ye~r 
college or university 
With:Convenient locations 
• 
• Day and evening classes 
• Sessions beginning in 
May, June and J.uly , 
Summer tuition tor 
Montgomery County 
' residents-$35 per h'our. 
I 
' 
For further information 
about Montgomery 
Coll~e summer sessions 
or to receive a class 
schedule, call the campus 
' 
of your choice: • 
Ge1111antown: (301) 972·2000, ext. 212 
Rock vi lie: (301) ·279-5044 
Takcw1• Park: pct!) 587 4080, 
• 
• 
• 
I 
' 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
' 
' 
\ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' ·' 
.. 
.' 
' 
• 
• 
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College and Yo. th: 
' 
The Stress Factor 
Marian Dozier 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
A new student comes to the univer-
sity, excited b~t green. He is unsure 
of his new environment and respon-
sibilities. He begins having prob!~ms: 
exams, girls,. liviilg alone. T~ns1ons 
take their toll . He begins to 
withdraw . . 
This person is what psychologists 
call a post-adolescent, or the average 
Howard student: not yet an aQu!t but 
beyond adolescence. . 
Mental health is determined by the 
way a person reacts to ancf adjusts to 
the self, to others and to the society. 
A thin line of di:vision exists between 
illness and wellness although, depen-
dent on the severity of his reactions . 
These range from the ''simpler'' 
depression or anxiety to neuroses to 
psychoses. 
Howard students going to Univer-
sity Health Services for treatment are 
.usually in despair, though there are 
cases of the others as well. And more 
often than not, student problems 
stem from the academic and the 
institutional. 
''The most common complaint we 
· ·get [from students requesting treat-
ment)," said University Phai:macist 
Wilbert Lacey, ''is inabilitY' to con-
centrate and confusion. These are 
usually the single-most important 
factors for motivating students to 
seek help ." 
And though his emotional pro-
blems are not .new, the tteatment,of 
them at the college level as part of a 
formal mental health program is new, 
having begun in 1910 at P!inceton 
University and-at Howard 1n 19~7 . 
(Prior to then, University Counseling 
Services (tfCS) performed a counsel-
ing fUnction .) 
The Mental Health Clinic within 
University 'Health Services is the 
primary treatment center on campus, 
but often works jointly with UCS, the 1 
·medical school' s Department of 
Psychiatry ahd Howard Hospital' s 
Mental Healih Clinic. / 
There are underlying tensions in 
each student~ case, but any of a 
number of problems peculiar to 
students--culture shock or alienatio~ , 
identity and at:ceptance, sexuality aqjl , 
drugs, financial prob{ems--either 
-...... Continued On Page 6 
' . 
• 
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Howard University Hospital 
' 
' 
A' Golden ·Time or 
the S'urgery Dept. · 
Marian Dozier 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
' 
' When the Department of Surgery 
of Howard University was establish-
ed in May of 1868, it had one 
surgeon, was part of the newly 
created Freedmen's Hospital, an·d 
health care for Blacks was still in tbe 
realm of the unknown. 
Fifty years later, it has become a 
nationally-known part of the 500-bcd 
Howard University Hospital (HUH), 
with 74 full-time surgeons and a 
pioneer spirit that keeps it at the 
forefront of Black health care. 
Led today by tenth Chairman 
LaSalle D. Leffall, Jr., a 1952 
graduate of Howard's College of 
Medicine (HUCM), surgeons in the 
department are celebrating a half-
century of training 'and stellar service 
to the Black community. 
The department has grown 
dramatically over the years, increas-
ing the number of yearly <\PPOintees 
and expanding its divisions to 12, 
which today include transplant, 
uroiogical, cardiac and plastic 
surgeries, as well as pediatrics, 
trauma and neurosurgery . 
According to Senior Physician 
Burke Syphax, who was department 
chair from 1957 to 1970, most of the 
changes occured over the last ten or 
15 years . 
' 'This is true not just here but all 
over [the medical field). We're now 
into fiber optics, for example, which 
is the use of endoscopic tubes to look 
directly through the coils of the gut, ' ' 
said Syphax, a 1936 graduate of 
HUCM . ''Every cavity in the body 
can be looked into, even around cor-
ners because the tubes are now 
nexible. 
Then there 's laser optics, too,'' 
continued Syphax. ''Though we'd 
been using them for several years in 
ophthalmology and neurosurgery, 
we're now &etting into using them for 
general· ~urgery : ' ' ' · 
Dr. LllS•ll~ o . 1.err.11, Jr. 
But it was Chairman Leffall who 
gave the department its latter-day 
prestige. ''UnquestiOnably. That'.s a 
s1atement of fact,'' said Syphax. 
''Leffall is a guy who, because of his 
own capabilities and personality, has 
gotten a.national reputation and has 
brought that to the department." 
A world-renowned cancer surgeon, 
Leffall is past . president of the 
AmC·rican Cancer Society, the first 
Black to have held the position. He 
is also secretary of the American Col-
lege of Surgeons. He took ov;~r the 
• 
The Euadve Boud of Dn. Ouk, Gnn.fteld, DarterM, llkl•rell "9m left. I• fro•t: 
Dn. S)'h;..erc. Booker, Robnt T. Gr1 nrld, Ir. a.ds. row: Dn. .Jolla H: N .. ,Jr., GWtoe 
M. Kloko, J.M. Hayn, James 0.¥ll, Lewis "ft'. Manb.U. 
. - . ' . ' . 
Medicine FacesChange 
' . 
. . I 
T. Ellls ',Cravens, III 
' SpeciaJ ,fo The Hilltop 
While once graduation from 
medical school was a guarantee of 
social and financial affluence, to-
day's graduating medical students 
will. face a world slightly different: 
one very nearly overrun with doctors 
and . 
This fact points to a decreasing 
number of doctors who, in the face 
of spiraling costs and competition .• 
will be able to afford the comfortable 
life of a solo practice. 
The answer to their problems, ac-
cording to physjcians at Drs. Clark, 
Greenfield, Chartered, a group prac-
tice of ten physicians with three of-
fices in the metro area, is group 
practice. 
''The changi.ng status and 
economics of the American health 
care system necessitates a merging 
together of physicians,'' said Robert 
L. Bowles, Jr ., D.B.A., executive 
director and administrator of the 
practit e. ''This is especially true for 
Black physicians." 
Established in 1971, by Ors. Ross 
J . Clark and Robert T. Greenfield, 
Jr. for the practice of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, the practice now has ser-
vices in internal medicine, general 
surgery, radiology and dermatology. 
AccordiQJt t.Q _ Qrcen.CiJ:lc:t. he_and 
• 
Clark (now deceased) saw changes 
coming in health care over a decade 
ago and consolidated theii:;: solo 
practices. 
The reasons are simple, even to-
day. Cuts in the national health caro: 
budget, increasingly expensive 
malpr;rctice insurance rates and 
restricted provider payments have 
combined to make it difficult and 
highly costly to go into private prac-
tice. Consequently, many graduates 
are finding their way into group prac-
tices or on-the salaried staffs of health 
maintenance organizations (HMOs). 
But for "Black physicians in par-
ticular, there is another more impor-
tant reason.for pooling collectively. 
''Black physicians need to have 
group [practices] to exercise control 
over the care of the Black COll).muni..: 
ty,'' said Robert T. Greenfietd, Jr., 
M.D., a 1958 graduate of Howard's 
medical school (HUCM). ''Large 
White groups will be moving into the 
Black community and hiring Black 
(physicians] to work for them," 
which .may not be best for ,the 
_community. 
Of the ten physicians currently 
with the group, seven are graduates 
of HUCM and are all board certified 
in tlfe1r respective specialties. The 
three offices are located at 665 E 
St.,SW, which is the main office, 
3300 Pennsylvania Ave., SE, and 
5727 Georae Palmer Highway in Sea 
• 
The majority of the ract1c1ng 
physicians \\'ilhin 1he depart en are 
members of minority groups are 
graduates of Howard's medica ro-
gram . According to Syphax however, 
there has been a conscious effort late-
ly to reduce this ''in-breeding." 
Pleasant-, -Mnyland. .- . •)' ,~...1. · • ,, 
chairmanship from Syphax in11970. '----------------------------~ 
• 
, 
' 
, ealthlines · 
• 
' 
The staff of tlle first-ever Health page wishes good luck to 
' the following: the new folks at HUSA, Ona Alston and 
Yvonne Brooks, to graduating seniors (of which our editor 
is one), to June McKinney, next year's health editor and to 
Howard University . Sure you right, shorty. 
' 
' . 
• 
'' I think as years go by, more and 
more of our new appointees are not 
Howard graduates. However, even 
the ones who did complete their work 
here received some training 
elsewhere· -at one time or another," 
said Syphax. ""' 
Though~e residency program did 
not begin until 1936, the depart-
n1ent' s list of past residents and 
surgeons reads like the proverbial 
who 's who: Daniel Hale Williams 
was there in 1897 , Charles R. Drew 
in 1936, later becoming chair in 1941, 
Edward L. Howes, Charles H. Epps, 
who now chairs the Orthopaedics 
division. 
• 
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leo Miles :Retires After· 
lo Years At HU. 
,,--
Since then as Howard University's 
- athletic director Miles has taken an 
athletic prog'rllf!l that only had 10 col-
legiate teams back in 1970 and no 
women te'11s anct turned it into a 
program wt\1ch now competes on the 
National Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion (NCAA) Division II level. 
Leo Miies 
Michelle E. Dyer 
Hill1op Slaff Reporter 
. . - . 
/ Not: only will Howard niversity 
start next year's sport sea~o~ with a 
new scadium, but also with new 
athletic director. After 16 yea as 
Howard University's a,thletic director 
Leo. 0. Miles will retire on June 30. 
Inspite of the neW stadium and talk 
of a 30 000 seat inultipurpose dom-
ed comPlex, Miles who is said to be 
the first Black to officiate in the Na-
tional Football Lea8ue Superbowl, 
• said he is retiring because of the new 
retirement plan that the University is 
offering. ''Based Upon tbe things in 
the incentive package that is what 
really precipitated my leaving at this 
• time, otherwise 1_· would not be leav-
ing," explained. Miles. . . 
Miles Who is a native Wash1ngtoruan, 
was a teacher? the head football 
coach, and traCk coach at Bell High 
School from 1957 to 1966. In 1967 
Miles left Bell and became 3.ssistant 
principal at Lincoln Junior High 
School, which is where he was ap-
proached .,bout applying for the 
athletic director job at Howard 
UniverSity. ''A friend kept asking me 
10 aPply, I said I don't want to be no 
athletic director ... evcntually I just 
went up and applied," said Miles . 
According to Miles he was interview-
ed for the job twice and was finally 
aooointcd athletic director in 1970. 
• 
-~ · · -----· 
• • 
''In 1970we naa no women teams. 
We had nine men teams in cricket, 
swimming, basketball, tennis, foot-
ball, soccer, baseball, wrestling and 
track and field,'' said Miles. 
Today the athletic program in-
cludes 15 sports, five of which arc 
tutorial program that Miles said aid-
ed tremendously in giving the 
women teams, basketball, tennis, 
track and field, swimming and 
volleyball. Howard now h'as a 
necossary reinforcement iii certain 
subjects, and the madatory study hall 
for student athletes has had a signifi-
cant• role ~for increasing the number 
of student athletes over the years in 
graduating. 
Howard offers more- that 175 
scholarships, up from 35 to 40 in 
fooball, basketball and soccer since 
1970. The Bison soccer team has won 
two NCAA National soccer cham- · 
pionships in 1971 -and in 1~74, mak-
ing Howard thC only Black universi- -
ty to win an NCAA Nationaf title. 
·-
The men's and women's basketball 
teams participated in the NCAA 
post-season playoffs in 1981. And 
continue each season to finish 
number one or two ranked in the 
MEAC cbnference. 
The Bison trclck team has produc-
ed 49 All.·Americans and two Olym· 
pians in the past 12 years. There are 
nine full-time c1baches and two cer-tified trainees.cl' We have alot of pro-
grams partici ating on the Na-
tional," said iles . 
As for what he plans to do after 
retiring Miles, Said he plans to work 
as a consultant, leach athl~tic ~k ills 
at sport camps and continue of-
ficiating in the National Football 
League . 
---,.----- ~ .. 
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Gary Haylts stops lbc baseball I• Its lracks In a 1,mc •&•inst Delewart Slate. 
Bi{ Bats Beat Hornets 
in Double Heade-r 
Desiree Boykin 
Hilltop Staff Repol'lcr 
James Baynes back-to-back 
homeruns in the fifth and sixth inn· 
ings allowed Howard to win the se-
cond game of a double header (13-4, 
10-6) against Delawjire State on Sun-
day, April 4.,7, at Banneker Field. 
With the Hornets winning 6-5 in 
the fifth inning, Baynes hit a 
homerun to deep right field to tie the 
game 6-6. One inning later, after the 
Bison took base, Baynes hit his 
seventh homer for the season victory. 
: Jerome BracCy, who relieved Kevin 
Brown in the fifth inning silenced 
Delaware State's bats. He allowed 
only two hits, no runs and no walks, 
after the Hornets rallied to a 2-0 lead 
in the second inning of the game. 
''He was outstancijng," said Coaci" 
Chuck Hinton, referring to Bracey' ~ 
pitching performance. ''He pitchet 
well. They didn't score off of him. 
you can't do no better than that.'' 
The Hornets scored four runs in 
the fourth inning, but Howard re-
mained close 16-5) after loading the 
bases, and scoring five runs. 1 
Outfielder Kevin Ringgold bit a 
two run homer in the fourth inning 
to lift the a· In tO a 13-4 win over the 
Hornets in the first game. Howard 
upped it record to . 25~15-1. 
. - . 
• 
• T-e Hllltop{May 10, 19111 
Seasonal Sports Review 
H.,U. Athletes 0 
Display Spr-ng· 
Fever . ' I I 
In retrospeet the Spring 1985-86 
athletic season has been inter<'Sting. 
From Banneker field to Banneker 
Tennis Courts athletes rose to the oc-
cassion and a~imes fell flat or their 
faces. 
The women have excCiled in many 
events on the track this season. In the 
Penn Relays the team of Tisa Robin-
son, Cindy Ford, Latrese Todd' and 
Janice' Kelly won the section heat of 
the 4x800 relays. 
The 4x400 relays team of Connie 
in the recent Penn relays. Curtis Hitchcoc;Y,'Janice Kelly, Robinson, 
Chappell ran the faste•t .relay split and Ford qualified for the NCAA in-
(44:07) in Howard's history. ls that·- door championship with a time of 
speed or what? Chappell and ·team- 3:42:96, i~ the winter and captur.ed 
mates Donald Battle, Jerold Council, fir~t place I~ t~e Howard Relay~ with 
and Neil Madison ran a time of 3:00 "'a ~1me of 3.42.9. They also ran in the 
in the 4x400's. In addition; Chappell, mile relay at the MEAC tour_nament 
Madison Council and John Branch and set a new tournament record of 
captured' second Place in the college 3:37:65 last month. . 
division of the Sprint Medley. The baseball .team .ended. t~e.1r 
..i season on a losing note. Y1rgtn1a 
Speaking of freshman, John 
Branch won the" 400 intermediate 
hlgh hurdles and the 400 meter in-
termediate high hurdles in the.MEAC 
tournament . 
Tech demolished the Bison 30-0 last 
Sunday. Yes, the score is correct, 
30-0. Nice, season! 
Howard (26; 19· l) won-the MEAC 
Tournament Championships in a 
13-Z victory over Coppin" State Col-
lege on April 12 in Burlington, NC. 
0 
• 
• 
I 
;· , Coach William Moultrie was hap- ~eft-hander David. White _ (7-3) and 
PY when the 4x400 team of Madis~n. right-hander ~orste .Hall were the _ / 
Council, Battle and Chappeli aces for the Bison th!~ season. Out- "-.) 
defeated Farleigh Dickinson in the fi~lder Jam~~ Baynes most outstan-
1986 Howard Relays last month. '-ding player of the. MEAC tour~•· 
Since their freshman year at ment led the team with a .348 batting 
Howard, long jumpers Teresa Allen aver~ge, seven home runs and 26 
and Brenda Bailey have qualified for RBI s. . . 
the NCAA Championships. This year The men's tennis .team 1s s~ond 
they have continued that trend. They best to South Carolina S~ate in. the 
· MEAC tournament this spring. 
will jump at the NCAA champion-
ships in June at Indianapolis, In-
diana. Allen recently finished third in 
the Penn Relays . Both finished first 
and second place with jumps of 18·5 
and 18·1 / 4 in ttie. 1986 Howard 
Relays . 
' 
Freshman Robert Bryant and Shawn 
Bowen led the tea.Jn to a 7 -9 record. 
With the hew athletic field and new 
athletic director, next year brings new \ 
challenges, .and new hope that each 
team will reach its goal of being the 
bes! in the conference, if noj in the 
nation . . 
, I. ' I 
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Larry SpriK&S 
.; ( Chris Wlllhington 
Special 10 The Hilltop 
• 
Hilltop: Do you contribute to the 
university as an alumnus? What can 
Howard do to encourage alumni to 
contribute more generously? • 
Spriggs: Yes, I do . I r~ally 'think that 
it has a lot to do with one's state 
while still there. Whethe~or not 
you're happy influences tho deci· 
sions after you're gone. 
Hilltop: 
Howard? 
Why did you choose 
' 
Spriggs: I really wanted to stay in the 
area and be near my family and the 
people I grew up with. When I was 
coming out of school, my brother 
hied just been recruited l1y 
GeorgCtown. 1 They had some dynamite forwards there at the time 
like Al Dutch 1 and Craig Shelton. 
Also, the power forward positions at Then a BOOn, No1\! a laker. · 
• ~chools in the a~ea were pretty much 
Five yearsago,forn·ard Larryspi-iggs. now M:ith filled by people like Ernie Graham 
'rl'OC.ldchampion Los Angeles lakers, graduo.ted and Buck Williams at Maryland and 
from Howard. Dl.4ring his BUon )'ears, !(e was Boo-Boo Bowers at American 
,.a three )'fflr s1arrer and t~'O time MVP of the University. Coach Williamson' had 
Mid· &utem.Atlantic Conference tournament. expressed an interest in me and when 
"'Asa senior. he averaged 15.4 points and reri re· • I went up to camp~s to have a look 
bounds per grime. leading the Bison into the around and I was impressed. After 
NCAA tournaml!nt. taking in all the pretty scenery, I was 
"/'always thought Larry had profeS5ional abili· like: where do I s~? 
-Vey, .. m:aled coach A.H Williamson. "He ha5 ex· 
hibited that with thl! l..aUrs. I wouJ4 say he was 
one of the fop thrtt players to come our of the 
M~C conference since it S bttn in existt!nct. " 
, E.arlier this season wMn I talked to Larry. he 
· shared some ·of the following thoughts on pro· 
fessiona/ sports and his years at Howard. · 
Hilltop: As an alu.mnus, do you act 
as a recruiter for perspective student 
athletes? If so, what do you tell therr1 
about Howard? 
Hilltop: Did your preparation at 
Howard prepare you for NBA 
competition? , 
Spri11&5: I can't say it actually hurt 
.me, but .; it did Jessen my 
chances.[Coming from a lesser-
known school] ... puts a greater 
'pressure on you to compete with guys 
from schools like Notre Dame, 
Maryland, University of Michigan, 
where more money is invested in the 
basketball programs. Howard 
doe~n't receive -the financial backing 
that these schools receive. 
Spriggs: If they want me to talk to 
some guys on the west coast, I will. 
I tell them, 'if you want to go to 
school with a lot of pretty wo~en, go 
to Howard.' Ser.iously, I emphasize 
the academic advantages of going to 
a Black school [irl general] and 
Howard in particular . " 
' Hilltop: What are the 'advantage$? 
' . ; 
• Sprigs: You get a thoroughly Black 
education, meaning you're presedted 
witb solutions and answers to pro-
blems that are liappening around 
you. You become more aware of 
things-: It really puts you in a frame 
of mind that success is there for you 
to achieve and once you graduate, 
you: re ready for the world. In terms 
of Howard in particular, 1 tell them 
that it's a place where )'OU can get a 
very personalized education--if you 
want it. 
. Hilllop: If ~·ou had it to do all over 
again, would you have gone to 
Howard? 
Spriggs: In terms of academics, yes 
definitely . Athletically speaking, I 
don't think I would. If you turn on 
ESPN, or any othr.sports channel, 
you can see the sup rt that other in-
stitutioris are getti g and the oppor-
tunities •that they make available to 
Particular players. I would have lik-
ed to have had some of those 
opportunities. 
' 
Hilltop: What is your reaction to the 
amount of playing time you've 
rece~ved recently? 
Spriggs: It's difficult to avoid being 
negative but I've managed to do that . 
I'd describe my expression as One of 
blankness when l_'m not out there 
playing. That's really ltarting to 
change though because as WI! near the 
playoffs, the team needs as much 
SUP,POrt as we can get. 
• 
Hilltop: What is the trade-off that 
results when a player like yourself 
opts to play with an organization like 
the Lakers and receives "diminished 
playing tifhe as opposed to starting 
with a less popular team? 
Spriggs: Playing with the Lakers 
establishes your rapport with the 
league. Your value as a player in-
creases· as a result of playing with a 
charilpionship team. People know 
that you're capable of playing 
bec6ause of the caliber of talent in fro t of you. Someone has to 
sacrifice. 
. 
Hilltop: Was that role of a sacrificial 
player the natur~ of your contract 
disagreements this year and your 
subseouent hold-out? 
, Bisonettes Gain Experience In MEAC 
Darlene FJlls 
-Hilltop Staff Reponer 
Coach Larry Strickland started off 
the women's tennis team in their first 
sprina season with practice every 
S11M1y, Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday from ten in the evenina until 
12 in the morning. AltIK>u,h many of 
the ph thouiht that this WU brutal, 
it wu an effort to eatablish a firm 
fOUDdation !._1tr -the wo~ team at 
Howonl for ""' to c:olbe. 
With a schedule that consists ·of 
teams not in their conference, ihe 
Bisonettes finished with a record of 
0-4. The Bisonettes were ranked last 
in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Con-
ference because of their season 
;.:ecord. Despite their losses, the 
BiJonettes pined experience in com· 
petition that hetpccl lbem to conquer 
second place in the MEAC after 
South C&rolino State. 
Coach Strickland iaid that there 
was 1 lot of propw mode by some 
very key players that will play a ma-
jor roll nm . ··rm · 
·pleased with the fact that we have. 
established. a women's tenniss team 
that will carry on for many years and 
has the potential of being one of the 
top reamt in our reaion. I was very 
pleased with the leadership role that 
Hcidi.Llnzau played this •seuon." 
Durina the rcautar season, senior 
Anette Dawson, junior Lorisc Myers 
and sophomore Judith Penny each 
fini•bed with one win in Unales. 
However, Linzau finished the 
reauiar aeason with two wins and 
odiled more from her con-
Spriggs: The I"akers give you a cer-
tain n!Jmber of years to be groomed. 
Basicall y, I wanted guaranteed 
money even· though that grooming 
period was not yet over and this had 
n6t been designated ''my year.'' 'It 
was ·just my luck that the team ac-
quired two new forwards while I was 
playing. It's very difficult to ac-
comodate 11 locked in contracts and 
there were only two open spots for 
four more guys. That was the nature 
of the contract situation. · 
Ho( ever, at the time I elected to go' 
wi:t a (White) agent from Te,xas. 
Things didn't work out mainly 
because he ~as so far away. I ter-
minated my relationship with him· 
and this year l decided to go with 
Fred. I wanted to give Kim a chance 
because he was a brother and because 
he had expressed an interest in me 
when I came dut of .,iChool. He 
represents several! other players in the 
NBA like Jeff Malone of the Bullets, 
Lester Conners of the Golden State 
Warriors afid ·'Dennis Johnson who 
H'll Th L k ded plays with the Celtic:s. 1 lop: e a ers are regar tjas 
a finesse team while you're more of · Hilltop: What is it about the repair 
• 
" Spriggs: I have two cars that I like to 
drive a lot . Every now and then, I'll 
take a drive up the (Paciftc Coast 
Highway) just to relax and get away. 
I go to the beach often just to sit 
alorie and think and observe people. 
You learn a lot !that way. That was 
one of my favorite pasttimes at 
Howard - sitting on the wall observ-
ing people. I wasn't really into the 
party life or the ''female pursuit." I 
had a young ladx while I was mo~tly 
basketball minded. Most of my time 
was spent either in cla51, practicing 
or just bein2 introspectiVe. 
a physical player . You were even ' between Black agents and Black Hilltop: What do you think about 
dubbed Larry ''Horse'' Spriggs while athletes that has motivated players to now? . 
you were at HoYt>ard. Evidently your seek intraraciaJ representation? ~ 
style a,f play has ' been consistgent, . Spriggs: I think about my career. I 
because K.C. Jones once referred to Sprigp: I think that when players are ask myself if thjs is what I really want 
you and another member of the team represented by White agents it to do. I enjoy the game, I enjoy what 
as ''Goones. ''Do you think that your sometimes ponrays a false image like I'm doing but is this really what I 
sty)e of play tendJi to clash with that .. a White gu)"lcan supposedly do so want to do? . 
of the Lakers? much more than a Black guy can. .....::J 
t' . _Some 'i'Clationships between . White 1 Hilltop: What do you see yourself 
Spriggs: You know when the Celtics agents and Black players are like the • doing in five years or after your play-
play an aggressive style of ball it's all relationship between the p~ppeteer .. ing career? 
"physical" where as when we do and the puppet. I feel that tf the 
we're ''Goones''. I think that my Blackguyisgivenachance~ecando Spriggs: I'd like to open a cliain of 
st:Yle fitss in well with the team -- my as much if not more. For instance. businbses. I'm not sure what kind of 
contribution last year is evidence, of Fred Slaughter teaches his clieµts the business but it probably won't be 
that . Last · year we began to move necessities of a proper contract as anything as risky as say the restaurant 
away from finesse and more towards well as ways to prepare- yourself business. Let's see, in five years I'd 
aggression. before going into the ,front office. like to be living comfortably on a 
Hilltop: What are 
about leaving 
organization? 
your 
the 
thoughts 
Lakers 
Sprlus: I'd really like to be tghere as 
long as Kareem is there. I think he's 
a walking legend. He can win a game 
individually. Given· any type of 
chemistry"On the. court, he has won 
many games on his own. It's a great 
feeling inside to see him throwing 
that sky hook every night. It's like art 
work. At 39 you say how can he do 
it? Once he gets in there, hook left 
or right and the other team's got to 
just sit there and watch. 
. -
Hiiltop: What was it like to sud4en-
ly be playing with superstars? 
Sprius: When the Lakers invited me 
to their summer ~ I felt elated 
and privil<1ed. To ere with peo-
ple like Kareem and qic was like 
• ... wow! That's the only way I can 
describe it. 
Hilltop: You're one of the relatively 
few athletes who is represented by a 
Black aaent, How did' the relation-
ship between you and Fred Slauahter 
del<elop? How wo1tld you describe 
the perceptions that Black athlet15 
have of Black aaenu? 
Sllltar. Fred h hllhly rt ;1ct.i u 
. oDe OJ the top Bllldr It 11 la the 
..,.,any, A 1111 olllnll~ 1 lllnl to blm 
U a ,_uh Of mlralvinaa with other 
... nu. He had flnt eonlll:led me 
wlllll I Clll& of Ha H4 
Hilltop: Why do you think so many 
players resort to drug use once they 
reach the professional ranks? 
Sprl115: I would imagine it's· because 
they have so much free time on their 
hands, and they're fmancially able to . 
do so. They just don't realize that · 
they're putting something into their 
bodies that can totally reconstruct it 
in an unhealth)· way. • 
• 
Hilltop: What are your feelings about 
the mandatory drug . testing pro- · 
cedures that arc now in eNea? ,, 
Sprius: It's good but I do feel that 
it's an invasion of privacy off the 
court. For instance Lawrence Ta~lor 
of the New York Giants goes into a 
(rehabilitation) center during the off 
season -- away from the football field 
.. and the press pumps it up and 
destroys his juiaae. Sometimes ~he 
press seems to try to use something 
to tear people apart as though they 
don't' have any emotions. This is true 
for Blocks in particular. For example, 
Steve Howell (a White player for the 
Dottaerl can miss planes, buses and 
pnctice but you don't hear much 
about it. Once they a« dirt on a 
brother, not to sound prejudice, but 
once they tJC1 dirt on him they Just 
want to IMilb bh nose in it. fb&t's 
pan o.r .the business - b E5DI able to 
deal with all that. 
farm in Virginia. I'd like to be mar-
ried by then with a family. I'm still 
looking for ''Mrs. Right'' though. 
Hilltop: How do you remember the 
time you spen1/. Howard? 
Sprigs: I enjoyed every day. I think 
about it often. Eve·ry now and then 
I'll hear somebody yell ''BISON'' 
from . up in the stands and I tum 
around and recognize it's someone 
·from Howard. It's a niee feelina. -I 
miss 1those days. 
BFISON 
NOTES 
Heidi l 'nzau and Lorile Myers 
were the .t'n1y two Bisonettea to will 
their nuitcbes in 7-2 loot to Navy Oii 
Friday, April 2S, at Bannelrer T-nh 
Courts. 
Linzau (S·2) won two out of'* 
three sets (S-7, 6-2, 6-3), and MJ91 
(3-4) won her match ID i,.., 1111 lilt 
first, a tie breaker 7-6 and the cl z 1 
6-2. 
Howard clOled the 1111011 wldl 1 
recoid of 0-4 • 
• 
• 
! 
• 
.. 
• 
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That's Entertainment 
.. ·/ 
Christopher towell misunderstanding, and heartbreak. 
Hjlltop Staff Reporter The instigator and mastermind of 
' the Dreams' flight to stardom is a 
The. Broadway hit musical character named Curtis Taylor, Jr., 
''DreamghJ.s'' has finally made its a slick, fast-talking Cadillac 
way to the District at the National salesman, played competently by 
Theater through June 7, and it is well Weyman Thompson, having pcr-
worth the wait. formed the role on Broadway. Taylor 
Winning six 1982 Tony Awards, quickly sets himself up as the 
including one for Best Actress to Jen- manager of James Thunder Early 
nif~r Holliday, this innovative, fast- and the Dreamettes and wheels and 
paced saga is a personalized history deals the group into unheard-of-
of the Blackl music movement of the bookings, breaking the barrier into 
1960s and 70s, when the effort to White clubs.I 
cross over into the White world of The trouble starts when the 
popular music was achieved . \ Dreamettes Pecome the Dreams and 
The touring cast at the National Curtis decides to put Effie, a soulful, 
make a lively, talented ensembl~ with powerful gospel lead singer, in the 
a number of winning performances, background, singing backup to the 
expecially that of Sharon Brown as shy Deena Jones, played by Deborah 
the difficult, strong-willed Effie Burrell . Jones (read Diana Ross) goes 
I Melody White, the prinicipal role on to become the superstar lead 
originally played by Holliday. Brown singer, leaving the lovesick Effie in 
. does _not possess the large body and the dust. ! 
powerful voice of Holliday, but she The third Dream, Lorre!!, is a 
is nonetheless a talented actress and crowd-pleaser of a character, played 
singer with a flair for dramatic with jazzy verve by Arnetia Walker . 
moments . Her execution of the However, the hottest performance is 
musical's hit single, ''And I Am Tell- that of Herbert L. Rawlings, Jr. as 
ing You I'm Not Going,'' was inter- Thunder Early, the ''original'' R&B . 
rupted twice by appluase last Friday artist who gets caught up in Taylor's 
night . ..__,,, dream of crossing over to White au-
''Oreamgirls'' is the story of three dience appeal. 
young girls from Chicago who start ~ One of the show's most telling 
out singing backup for a rhythm and - episode is a progressive sequence of 
blues star and end up as solid gold scenes repeating a song called 
superstars - The Dreams - who come ''Cadillac Car." The song cOnveys 
face to face with the consequences of the way Blacks strived to use music, 
success, among which are power like buying the Cadillac, to gain ac-
struggles, backstabbing, ceptance and success in this country, 
' 
' 
and how that struggle was often 
thwarted by song-stealing by White 
artists. 
Compl)scr Henry Krieger's soulful, 
upbeat tunes have the appealing dual 
purpose of evoking- the Motown · 
sound and, Simultaneously, relating · 
the plot concerns, and conflicts of the 
story through clever lyrics. 
. 
Michael Bennett, director and 
choreographer of ''Dreamgirls,'' has 
put together a dazzling show, using 
the talents of' costume designer 
Theoni V. Aldredge and co-
choreographer Michael Peters (well-
known for directing and 
choreographing Michael _Jackson'.s 
''Beat It'' and ''Thriller'' videos). 
The show's most innovative aspect 
is the scenic design by Robin Wagner, 
who also designed lhe scenes for Ben-
nett's long-running hit ''A Chorus 
.... int ... 
The ''Dreamgirls'' ~ts are simple, 
yet amazingly effective in creating the 
illusion and atmoshpere of the 
,backstagC, Scenes, as well as 
costumet, are ~nged and shifted 
like magic with~ simple maneuver-
ings of sets and lighting, creating a 
totally believable atmoshpere. 
This touring I company of 
''Dreamgirls'' is better if one hasn't 
seen the Broadway version, which is 
larger in scale as well as talent. Still, 
''Dreamgirls' ' at the National lives up 
to its promise of tuneful, dazzling 
entertainment. 
'Jo' Jo Dancer': Offb'ea·t Pryor 
Christopher Powell 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Richard Pryor is back on screen, 
~ this time behind the camera as well 
as in front, in ''Jo Jo Dancer, Your 
Life ls Calling,'' a tragicomic fantasy 
Which serves as an unusual semi-
autobiograph)' and commendable' 
directorial debut by Pryor. • 
Pryor, whose dramatic 8.cting 
talent has been proven time after time 
(''Lady Sings the Blues, '' and 
''Busting Loose''), once again turns 
in a deft performance in the role of 
himself, alias Jo Jo Dancer, a well-
known entertainer at the peak gf his 
popularity and the bottOm of his 
self-esteem. 
When · ail accident (drug-"related) 
occurs 3.t his Cali(ornia mansion, he 
is rushed tO the bUrn ward of a near,-
by hospital . There; encased in a co-
. coon of protective bandages, Jo Jo 
thinks back on his life, Jed through 
I a series of flashbacks by his alter ego (Pryor .dressed in black) . . · • . 
•  
This blend of comedy, drama and 
fantaSy sometimes works very well as 
' Jo Jo struggles through three mar-
riages and gets Caught up in cocaine 
and free-basing, leading to his near-
destruction. There are some very fun-
ny bits here -and there, especially a 
scene in which Jo Jo does a stage skit 
in drag . 
• 
. Pryor also had the tasteful con-
• 
IHbblr Allrn and Richard Pryor from a w:rnr In .lo Jo Da.ncer, Your Lile Is Calling 
sideration to include some great Debbie Allen also stars as Jo JO's 
(though not often seen) entertainers. rhird wife, Michelle, a role not real-
The legendary jazz singer Carmen ly deserving of headline status, buf 
McRae plays Jo Jo's grandmother she's Debbie, after all . A good pe<-
with believable appeal in scenes of !':is formance is also turned in by Scoey 
childhood, raised in a brothel . Bil-, Mitchell as the misunderstood father. 
ly Eckstine, another vintage jazz The only fault in the movie is that 
singer, plays Johnny Barnett, the it lacks any real dramatic build-up, 
emcee of a club where Jo Jo gets his so that when the crisis occurs the feel-
start. His job i~ obtained for him by ing is somewhat anti-climactic. 
Satin .Do~!. the club stripper , played Sti!I, this is Pryor's first t~ behind 
by the ever-stunning .dancer and ac- the camera, the result of which calls 
tress Paula Kelly. for more movies by him in the future. 
•**************************************************************** 
• 
ENTERTAI ENT B.EAI 
•***************************************!***********************, 
' . 
Dreamgirls cast members Lawrence Samaritan.the - movie made for Academic Excellence Keith E. 
Clayton and Yvette Cason Will com-. tele~ision about the Community for Wright .... 
Outstanding Development as a 
Technician - Keith E. Wright 
' 
' ' 
bine their talents with a seven piece .Creative Non-Violence, CCNV, will 
orchestra and three back-up singers, air on Mopday, May 19th at 8:30 pm. 
all from the cast, of the award- The CBS 'premiere will focas on the 
winning Broadway musical, in a stri.lggle to help the homeless, a taSk 
special musical show entitled ''Late all too familiar to CCNV, who has 
At Night,'' to be staged at Tracks for lead in such services for roughly 12 
'one night oi;ily, Monday, May 19 at years. . ~ ' 
Howard Players Award - Lynn 
Whitfield 
. ' 
' 
• 
10 p.m. '"Starrirlg ln'rhis movie will be Cicely Outstanding Senior - Beverly Jenkins 
Tyson and Martin Sheen, and featur-
Lawrence Clayton. who comes· ing Stan Shaw who will be playi~g 
direct from his role on Broadway as Harold Moss, a How~rd Unt"'.ers1ty 
C.C. White, and Washington native alumnus that has dedicated himself 
and former Miis D.C. Black rto the struggle to combat 
America, .Yvette Cason, will perform h elessness . . 
an cd'ectic evening of songs including \ 
~tstanding Junio~ - Roz Coleman 
Outstanding Sophomore - Marlow 
Wyatt ~' • 
Outstanding .Freshman - Leslie Ross 
o~{ginal material by members of f • 
''Dreangirls, '' hot jazz, low down The ~p~tment of Dra~a held it:. · 
blues, contemporary pop _tunes, and 15th An uaJ Owen Dodsen '"*******************"' 
Broadway standards. ''Weenie'' Awards last night in the 
Tickets for ''Late At Night'' are SS 
and are available at the door beginn-
ing at 9 p.m. ·on the night of the show 
only .".Tracks is IOcated at 1111 First 
St,, SE. For more Information, call 
488-3320. 
Dream$irls, the smash hit Broad-
way musical, is playing at the Na-
tional Theater, 1321 PennsylvAnia 
Ave., throughJune7. The deft, fast-
paced saaa concerns a girl sinaing 
poup's rise to stardom during the 
19SJS and 70s. Great sonp, dances, 
and dramatic scenes executed by a 
talented ensemble. For more infor-
mation, call the National Thacater 
box ·office at SS4-I 900. 1 
Ira Aldridge Theater. · C I I 
Named after Dodsen, an educator OftgratU at ODS 
and playwright who helped pioneer 
the establishment of drama curricula 
at Black colleges, the awa~ds 
ceremony serves to honor student ex-
cellence in the field of dramatic arts . 
Following are the award recipients: 
Outstanding Actor - Byfon Stewart 
Outstanding Actress - Karen Malina 
White 
I 
Outstanding Director - S. Moses 
Jones 
Outstanding Development as a Per-
former - S. Mo~es Jones 
Chairman's Award - Beverly Jenkins 
• 
• 
to ihe 
Grad~atlna 
Drama' 
Seniors '86! 
' 
'*******************~ 
• 
.... , 
' . ~ · 
• 
A~t Walker, Deborah Burttll and LueClnd1 RarnStur portray ''The Dreams'' la tltf: Toaj Aw1nf..wlnnln1 musical Dream Girls. 
Fine Arts ,Update ; 
Drama Student Wins Helen Hayes A ward 
' 
Sonya Ramse}' 
Hi\l10P' Staff Reporter 
In the make believe world of ac-
ting, Byron Stewart, a graduating 
senior from the school of Fine Arts, 
hcis won a very real acting award 
valued at $2000. The Helen Hayes 
Student Actor Award, named after 
one of the most talented actresses to 
ever grace the stage, gives a $2o0o 
scholarship to the winner, as well as · 
prestige to the st.udent and the school . 
''I was surprised that I.won," said 
Stewart, aft Evanston, 111 . native .. He 
had stiff competition from schools all 
over Washington, D.C. and surroun-
ding areas, including schools such as 
George Washingtori., Georgetown, 
and the University of Maryland . 
The competition, held in March at 
the Folgers Theater in Washington, 
D.C., is a major acting competition 
for student actors. Stewart did twO: 
very diversified monologues, each 
two minutes in length. 
One, piece from Richard Wright's 
famous novel, Black Boy, showed hfs 
ability ' to interpret the feelings and 
e tions involved in modern acting. 
T other piect: from Shakespeare's 
he Tempest , proved his ability to 
c mprehend and bring alive the 
, theater of old. Stewart has proved 
that he can mister all aspects of the 
theater. 
''Well it was very exciting,'' 
Stewart said, recalling how he felt 
when he learned that he won the com-
petition. ''I think this award will 
open a lot of doors for me in the 
future." 1 
Vera J . Kaiz, a Drama Department 
acting professor who has taught 
Stewart, said, ''It's about time that 
our University talent is recognized by 
the mainstream. It's very gratifying." 
She added, ''Byron is one of those 
actors who is not flashy in his per-
sonality but, instead, becomes the 
character he's playing. He doesn't 
stamp the character with his per-
sonality, and that's rare." 
What are Byron Stewart's plans 
for the future? ''Well after gradua-
tion, I plan to go to graduate school, 
· either at the University of Pittsburgh 
or Wayne State University,'' Stewart 
said. 
He plans to further his ~ducation 
'Byron Stewart, a Howard Unlverslly statdeat 
iri the Colleae ol •' lne Arts and ttttnl ttdp&tnt 
' "~the. Hdrn H1yes Studenl Actor Award. · 
by\jmajoring in . t~eater or acting. 
After graduate school, Stewart plans 
to go to New York to become an 
established actor. 
Does Stewart think that How'ard 
UniversitY prepared him well for the 
future? ''Yes," he replied: ''I've 
grown alot academically and as a per-
son from the college experience." 
When he is not winning awards, 
Stewart likes to go to the theate• and 
the movies. 
' I Alumni Gala 
• 
TV star Roxie Roker (''The Jeffer-
sdns'') will be chairperson for the 
First Drama Department Reception, 
an alumni gala cC:lebratiAA the depart-
ment's 33rd year, today in the 
Gallery Lounge of the Armour J . 
Blackburn Center from 4 p.m. to 7 
p.m. • ' 
The reception will establish an 
Drama Department advisory board 
comprised of a number of celebrated 
alumrii, including actors Phylicia 
Rashad and Robert Hooks, and 
playwright Alice Childress, all of 
which will attend the reception. 
''The advisory board will aid the 
department in increasing recruitment 
as well as our overall profile," said 
Vera J~ Katz,. a Howard drama 
professor. 
Other alumni expected to ·attend 
the reception are screenwriter 
TV sbr Ro:icy Roker, scll!diiled lo daUr lh r• 
a•••· 
I 
Richard Wesley, directors Vantile 
Whitfield and Shauneille Perry-
Ryder, and Kassie Perkins, a Los 
Angeles lighti~g designer. " i· / 
-
'No Drugs, For Us' 
Members ot The Society for 
Women of the Arts,D.l.V.A .• are 
teaching dance and acting at local 
elementary and middle schools as 
part· of a nod-profit program for drug 
abuse. r 
Shari Clements, director of the 
program's drama segment, said, 
''This is part of our effort to reach 
thecornmunity. We think it has been 
very successful So far." 
''No· Drugs For Us,•• a federally-
funded program organized through 
the Howard University Student 
Association, was designed to offer 
children various learning activities as 
an alternative to drugs. 
The drama classes arc currently 
taught at K.C. Lewis Elementary 
~hoot, on Bryant Street at Howard's 
campus, and Moten Middle School, 
in Southeast. 
''The kids have had no previous 
training in the arts and are very ex-
cited, which is refreshing." said 
Nicole Powell, a drama senior and 
member of D.I.V.A. teaching dance 
at the Lewis School. Also teaching 
are Clements, Beverly Jenkins, and 
Marlow Wyatt. 
ANTED 
/ 
YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED.BY STUDENTS . 
• 
AT ~HE ~"'"~- .. ~· TRAINING INSTITUTE 
5401 FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W. 
THE NATION'S ON.LY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON, 
PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER 
All Styles are pre·selected an~l students are r.nonitored by 
Licensed Profes"sional 'Braiders 
• $ 4 5. 0 o~inc ludes ext~nsions) 
• 
. . 
VISA • MASTER CARD • CHOICE • AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED (Sorry No Ch«b) 
. ' 
Call 723·1127 and make your appointment today! 
Faculty, Staff ~, Administration · Welcome 
~°'"'°"'' a .:;.,a ' • 5401 Fourte.enth Street, N.W. • Wa•hington, D.C.ic..,,.,."'"""<nonJ 
723-1827 
' 
• 
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I Lewis Bernard Price once of sound mind 
and body hereby bequeath to' 
Troci Scott : e\l'ery thing red and white 
Forrest Wade: my car, PSYCHE! Print-
·master Inc. ·~~ 
I, Tony Grant, being of .sound mind and 
body, leave Doi~ Mason my great love 
of the Pi 's (delta sig that os). John W~ght 
my well w~ext books, G . Swany my 
deep love o nsuronce? 
~. 
__. The Campus Store will be open from 10 
a .m.-5 p.m. on graduation day, Sot. 
Mciy 10tn . · 
Robert Frelow .. my polj;p,I power if there 
is any left or if I hod any to begin w ith 
Gromer "Jeffers: my liver 
I, Sheila Weeks, would like to leqve 
Deena ~arson , good luck and best 
wishei for the 1986-1967 school yearl I 
• 
• 
I 
• 
• 
-
I . 
' 
• 
' 
• 
, 
• 
ROOMS FOR RENT 
House conveniently - located near 
Howard's campus is now accepting ap-
plications for room r~ntals . Feoturin"g · 
21.n bathroo"\s~ kitchens. various size 
rooms, key-locZic. bedroom dooB, heater 
in rooms. Cqtl ·723·736' . 
· IF YOU HAVE TWO YEARS LEFT IN 
SHCOOL AND ARE INTERESTED IN 
PART TIME WORK FOR A MAJOR 
RECORD COMPANY CALL CHRISSY AT 
572·2''' · . ; I 
THE OFFICE .. of CH01RS ond BANOS 
presents THt HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
CHOIR performing the Requiem Moss by 
· Giuseppe Verdi in memory of Warner 
Lawson Sunday, the fourth of MIJy·Nine-
teen ht.1ndred and eighty-slit at 6 pm in 
Cromton Auditorium. Admission Free. 
.../ ' ' 
SWIMMING POOL OPERA TORS & 
LIFEOGUA.RDS. County Pool Operators 
ce-rtificates; advanced sen~r life saving 
& CPR required. All areO avoiloble t 
762-7710. 
• 
MARYLAND'S GOVERNO~ HARRY 
HUGHES IS LOOKING FOR COLLEGE 
INTERNS FOR HIS WASHINGTON OF-
FICE . THE.POSITIONS ARE VOLUNTARY 
AND INTERNS 'ARE NEEDED IM· 
MEDIATELY . . CONTA(l' CONNIE 
SAULTER 636-2215 ~. 
' 
AITENTION H .U. MARCHING BAND 
. MEMBERS: Before you go home or leave 
D.C. for the summer, be S'b\,e to give 
your summer oddrell to Mr. Lee or leave 
it with Dr . Norris 3009 (Fine "}.rts). This 
w ilt enable you to get information about 
summer band comp. 
ATIENTION ·H.U. STUDENTS , If you 
hove any musical talent, or you can 
dance. you are quilified to be a H .U. 
Marching Bison . If you ore interested in 
becoming a member. Please leave your 
summer oddress~ with Or. J.W. Norris. 
. . (3009 Fine Arts). 
• 
• 
- . . 
Last Will and Testaments 
-I, Lisa ''Snoopy'' Pouts, do hereby be-
queath my coolness and love to my 
'Sotof'f oTDeffd SigfnO TftetQ, ' lric~ l OISo 
leo\l'e my sister, Al lison.' and hope that 
you'll watch out for her innasence(?). I 
lo"' you all & expe<t ro ~ you in CleYel-
dond . Toke core ... Bugs, Plebe, Polly & 
Cherylie . 1 
I 
·1, Sonya D. Lcxkett. ~!ng of sound mind 
and deseroble body do hereby bequeth 
the following : , · 
To my sonds ''Sgt.'' Lisa Deon I tea"e 
my title of ''the woman· to be used w ith 
·the style, ctoss and finesse as its pre ... ious 
holder. 
·To my saiids Cheryl ''the 9.it) '' Peters I 
lea\l'e all my unconquered fe~r, a phone 
in banking service and Lorezo's charge 
cord . 
To my bestest Mo jello Chube I leave my 
favorite Delta sweatshirt .{I know You've 
been eyeing it!) 
To my friends Susie Q ., Mory Ann , Teri 
and Big John 1 lea\l'e--an MCI n1Jmber to 
coll me and keep me up on thJ' gossip. 
To my spec Cynthia Robinson f leave all 
the love that I ho...e found in llelto and 
that jamming fam ily traditiori. ~ 
-To"'my secrets Alexis, I leave t~e my role 
as stepmoster-kick it out! 
Ta my sorors I leave all my lo\l'e de\l'o-
tion and my heart! , 
Naomi Travers : my sarcasm 
.Darren Price: my lost name and wit 
· To the rest of plebeians wko ore lobel-
ed~nderclossmen, 1 leove the will to suc-
ceed and the patients to put up w ith the 
bullpuckey. Oh, lost but not least, 1 leave 
the administration the eyes ears of the 
Delphi oracle to help them get this place 
in order . 
• 
I~ Arnold Layne, leave to Dr . Thomas B . 
Smith a Nobel Prize for preparing me to 
be on excellent Microbiologist . Tt'ionk 
you so much . 
J. Wj,edy, leo"e Ro lo~d ''Buddy': Lewis 
~ night in a dor~lley with the 
Jamaican witch, of course with a 357 
magnum. 
I, Weeding, leave Sharon Lovett the pa-
... tent to the ''Layne-Lovett Microbiological 
''Technique.'' Make big bucks ot Bristol-
Meyeres. Don 't forget to send me o few . 
We ho\l'e finally mode it. I will truly miss 
you . / 
I, Weedy, leave Gloriq,. a Gene Bonk. 
Good luck in Graduate School. , 
I, Weedy, lea\l'e to Andrea Sparks all of 
Kendo 's modern Bride mogzines. Good 
Luck!! I om still waiting for the cornbread 
dressing. 
I, Arnold Layne, leave to my parents 
Simone and Jimmy Layne, my lo"e and 
de\l'otion for putting up with me for the 
past 23 years. Thanks so much for the 
support, especially fiananciol . t. lo-k you 
both. Timothy and Ebony, both ~f you 
B~TIER follow in m~ footsteps! I l -, 
I, Arnold Layne, leave to Mrs. Carolyn 
B. Buford (my future mother-in-low), a 
brand new washer and dryer and a new 
O\l'en. Than.ks so much for the 
NUMEROUS meals and for letting me 
wash, especial ly when I was ~rake, 
which seemed like always. You mode it 
:i 't'hole lot eOsier to survi ... e. 
I, Joe, being of .sound m'nd ond 1body, 
leave you Joe all my good stuff I 11 
I, Tgront, wish the best to my Sia~ ~~I! 
crew (js, chip, fe-fe, onnet, m1ll1-m.1I, 
jamie, ryon, monique, neen, troy •. k1m 
donnie, liso, joe. 'smann, kd, kt, din~. 
ange, bruce, Iii, lodonnolO lorr and 
everyone else I l 
I, Tgront, would like to leave luck and 
my great Study tips; on.d money for lights 
boots and phone and gosll l to Keli 
Colemon! I ' 
I, Rock, would like to leo\l'e Stone the best 
of luck for the future ona love. 
I, Tgrant, leave Court a p.hone book of 
\l'Oluoble names and num_ber$. 
I, Tgront, wo4ld like to leo\l'e my good 
looks and fine personality to Almeida 
even though she doesn't need them. 
I, Tgronf, would like to leave my hon'or 
chords to jul ie sot . of .which she is "ery 
deserving??? 
I, Karen M ichelle Gibbs, being of sound 
mind and body. do hereby leave as 0 lost 
well and testament the following to\ 
The International Fraternity of Delta 
Sigma Pi, Iota Rho Chapter: A thought 
to ponder : I slept and dreamed that life 
was happiness, I awoke and saw that 
life was service. I served on"d found that 
i '1 service happiness: can be 
found . . . Remember , ' He who 
serves . ... profits ... ! love ypu all . 
I, Lanita Pace, on this particular occa-
sion being of sound mind and body be-
queath to : · 
Carol Winn my perseverance - what's left 
of it; 
Dwayne Boyd my Functions book., maybe 
it will do you more good than it did me; 
Martha (Peaches) Ben jamin my G.P.A. 
so you con' get the scholarships you need , · 
to finish school; .-
Francina Crowell my books ond the abili-
We, the graduating seniors (non- ty to O\l'erlook all the childishness your 
chemistry maiors), leave Dr . Poul Hudrlik bound to encounter;·· 
(organic chemist) to the Lybian t~rrorists The adminstrotive and supporti\l'e staff 
as BAIT, for his cold, uncaring, and un· '1 leave smiles and good, dispositions ; 
sympathetic attitude. We also !eo"e him A ll my former instructors I lea\l'e my 
a set of hair clippers, anp a NEW pair never-ending thanks and appreciation for 
of shoe length block pants. You a job well done; 
tormented us to the bitter end. We also And to the undergraduate classes, I wish 
leave to the whole Deportment of you all the luck in your endeavors . 
Chemistry ·e> ·LEAKJNG CONTAINER'<>! , -·:------------,--.,-
METHYL-tSO-CYNATE! ! ! Life w ithout l, Morion Dozier, being of sound . mind 
you will be extremely basic (-) and pure. and presumably healthy body {I am the 
not STEREOCHEMICALLY S¥NTHETIC!!I health editor y'know). do hereby be-
GOODBYE FOREVER! queath the folloWin~ 
To M .E.M . the tenoeify to get thl'bugh 
pharmacy school. since we know .you 
wont to B'more ond o lifetime of~ 
ing Storie, the former,\Qot the lotter; 
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, To Down 
with on ''e'' Gibson: I here~y lea"e all 
my ''lust'' for Fred Y. and you know 
who. M iriam 
To Melan ie: I hereby leave dinners in 
Georgetown and my supply' of empty 
Hoagen Dozs containers and all my ac-
counting study sessions and my lo\l'e and 
thanks for being o terrific friend . Miriam . 
To Vol Gray: I hereby leave my wonder-
ful sense of humor, n1\' housing lottery 
form, my residence hotl decorations, and 
my love and thanks for being,,.a real 
''Grandma''. Miriam . 
To Sir Thirk. fr¥ enrollmeQtJn. the ''So 
You Want to Be a Rapper' ' class wh ich .. 
is held in SE , and features the Popeye 
Rapper . Sure you right, Shorty; 
To Preston, lo"e w ithout se:it . 
I, The Unscrupulous One, do herby be-
queath to my friends Keyrosskey and 
Karen, my fo\l'oiite suitemate. Good luck 
to the both of you. lt was on experience 
becoming acquaintances . Love You??? 
I Jewel Johnson, being of sound mind 
and body do hereby leave: to 6-A-85 
To Munchkin or Dolly p.: 1 leave my long and 33-A-85 loll'e, support, vol iums, and 
legs . To African ueen. 1 lea"e Hut , patience to deal .. ·., and a drill for the 
number 3 . To Old' Engli sh BOO, I leave hole in your head !I 
my Johnny Mathis centerfold . Lisa BS To all my undergrad sorors , the strength 
to uphold the tradition and the insight 
l9.B
6
. ~ to overlook those ''petty things'' • 
I Felicio M . Anderson , being of sound 
mind and body hereby decree that upon 
my graduating from Howard University, 
---------.---- _ the ''Mecca'' 1 leave to: 
I, Imelda A . Cramer. being of sound MMe· My dearest love 1 leave ·my fragile 
body and mind leave .to my 3B Lo~ly mending heart to c~re for "and love 
, N~ Sorors my_enthus10lfT1 ~or superior unconditionally. 
;0 service, my rod.1o~t P:Orsonol1ty, and my Kim Dantzler: 1 leave my determination 
class and soph1st1cot1on . J Love You All _. to become 0 strong · milestone in the 
and I om ~~WAYS here fqr you . Love:._ struggle and my foresight to know .a 
Your MGDP"Umeldo A . Cromer scandalous situation when one is 
To the School of Business, o donation to 
get the TV monitors working and my 
honor cord to wrap around the necks of 
all the BIG MOUTHS that tolk ~ore they 
th ink! I (You all know whb you are.) 
To the HIEGHTS Wrecking Cres, HBO, 
late night study sessions, Thursday night 
parties, MB, PS, lo\l'e, memories, and our 
ability to celebrate anything . 
To Robin and Natalie, a big THANK 
YOU for putting up with my ; jungle' ' 
and me! 
'- developing. 
I, Imelda A . Cramer, leave you Ron~ Anderson-Miles family : t leo\l'e my witl · ' 
Stevenson ALL My Love l Stoy as Sweet to make oll ·of your dreams become you I, Darold B. Fountain, being of sound 
as you ore and remember I love you . real ities . mind and body wou!d like to thank the 
6-A-831 J.M .J.: lleavethedeterminotiontosuc- following fc:>r making my . ~rs at 
ceed at all endeo\l'Ors you embark upon Howard f.ru1tful: M . M . ~ill1ams for I, Imelda A . Crom.er. leave you Trocye 
Julien my bikini for I heard yours could 
ne•er surpass mine_ I Love You I! 6-A-83 
I , Imelda A. Cromer, leave you Dorio 
Dosh, my patience. I will always be here 
for you and will always support you in 
OYefY way . I Lo'le you II 6-A -63 
I, Imelda A . Cramer, lea\l'e you Joy 
Thomas a11~my backbone. Stand up for 
whot you believe in ALWAYS. I love 
youlllmeldo 
' I, lmetda A. Cramer, leave you Jewel 
Marsh myself for I w ill always be here 
with and for you . Wfl have been best 
friends since freshman year and I am 
g6cld that we how. been ab6e to owrcome 
Gil tho "pellynlSs" which surrounds us. 
' Togell•r we will see it through I I truly 
· lowl you . Imelda A.I Cromer I 
I .ionutlofi ~~flews aka J. Flash, leave th. IROS much pump and enthusiasm for 
tho upcoming year. PEACEI 
1. bo:oldo .A . Cromer. leow to all my 
....,,. <:A~ Chapter all my'ENERGIZ-
ING oopobllttia. I Love You AIL The 
E1:1:gillr 
and the love of our friendship . , always being t~ere when gu1dan_ce was 
Housemotes of 516 U.: 1-lea:le my spirit ( ·needed. To Miss J. Yates for bing the 
of love whene ... er the good times ore wonderful person you ore . . To brother H. 
,.:remembered . ' McKinney for always being the person 
Speech Poth Crew: I leo\l'e the re\l'Olu- that 1. could discuss onyt,hi(lg w i!h. To 
tionory ~ spirit to . giv~ him HELL in the ~bbie-Anne Thompson for 1putt1ng up 
clinic. with the moddness. To Pete C., ALG ., 
. Clark G ., and Locy f . alias " KNIGHTS 
All my fr iends: I leave on open in\l'ito- OF THE ROUND TABLE'' for making the 
tion to \l'isit me ~n beautiful sunny years here o Ski Slope. Lost but not least 
.California . iny mother, Mrs. Mory 0 . Fau,,toin for 
with out you mom none of thi5'-wou l~ , 
hove been possible . I LOVE YOU. 
Sincerely, Dorold B. Fountain 
I, Weedy, leave to my wife-to-be KEN-
DA, half of my degree. For without your 
Leve, Patience, Suppo,tt, Understanding.' 
and Knowledge, I would hove never 
mode it. I love you dearly. Cannot wait 
for October 16th .... Wedding Bellsll 
To Dole Mason I lecMo my olfke. my P. C. 
and my best w ishes for o successful ad-
ministration . In addition I leave 'my ad-
vice: in oil decisK>ns or actions that you 
make on behalf of the School of Businws, 
be certain of three things- 1) that they 
are in line with your convictions, 2) that 
they do not rellect your ·penonol bias, 
and 3) that your decision is in the best 
interest of the Student Council, the 
School of Business, ond Howard Uni....-
sily. Douglass Selby 
I Gornold M . King. Ill, who will be cA un-
sober mind and body at the conferring 
of degrMs, do hereby sacrifice to crema-
tion every domn debit, credit, balance 
sheet and income statement everknown 
to accounting I. For by no means will this 
be one of the more pleasurable ex-
periences of my college career . Ta my 
most cherished memories go the campa\ 
pols, may the lreindlhips and bonds 
made between u1 be true onr' 
everlasting . To Howard, I soy foNwell 
and continued IUCCtll in bi 11ding the 
Block leadership of tomo11aw, for -
hove truly bm mn ''the bat yeara of my 
life." (Mom and Dad '81) 
• 
-
' . 
,_ 
Personals 
Dear Mondy-
Alwoys 6'member - YOU & ME -
A lways FRIENDS. Keep a song in your 
heart , preferably, ''You Are The Sun ." 
Love always, 
Buffy 
Dear Sex Mochine-
So o-11 the world will know I'm putting 
the word out - I love you - Be\l'erly 
To my Graduating Brothers, 
DELTA SIGMA Pl , Iota Rho Chapter is 
proud to send-off 14 Very thorough men 
and women into the business world . l 
can't express how much you all will miss-
ed. But I must give a special farewell to 
my Spec. A llisor: , our relationship means 
so much to me and I will miss you!!! I 
LOVE YOU ALL and ''It' s so hord·to 'soy 
gcod·bye." 
Sr . V.P. ''Genuine Mogic'' 
HALF DOLLAR, 
I DONT REMEMBER THE DATE OR THE 
TIME, BUT IT HAPPENEQ. WE HAVE 
BEEN THROUGH MUCH TOGETHER, 
BUT DESPITE IT ALL WE HA.VE HELD 
STRONG. AS A RESULT Of US, I HAVE 
LEARNED A .GREAT DEAL 'ABOUT 
MYSELF. REMEMBER, "VOLUNTEERS'! 
KING'S DOMINION , GETTING 
SWEATED, EASTER Af DVfl'S. AND 
THAT NIGHT IN THEJ.ili:tAND ALL Of 
THE PANIC THAT FOLLOWED? 
' THANKSGIVING, CHRISTMAS, AND 
SPRING BREAK WE SHARED . I LOVE 
HALF P.S. WE BOTH DID ITlll 
To ttie Queen·Of Carver Holl' 
{and I don't mean M iss Carver) . The men 
you bring back ffom the mill are not the 
answer, so STCJP THE MADNESS! 
Doctor Stewart 
To my Giogboo Roomies, the lawyer and 
the mole nurse: l know I'm hard to live 
w ith, but when I hove to deal with on 
airhead and faggot. 1 get m~y. 
Mr. Anti-Gigoboo .. 
To the queens of the dram deportment, 
Geoffrey, George, Kelsey, and Peter , 
why must the students know your true 
royalty? Uncle Joe, coon shows ore over . 
WAKE UP!!! , 
.. 
The Family 
To The&jore G. Cooper, 
I did[l 't know Jason (MEDEA) grew up 
in the ghetto; teach don 't a~. 
Blk Lo"e Songs 1 
VALERfE ROBERSON 
-
r 
' 
" FA TIS" 
I WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU . HAVE A 
NICE SUMMER. AND ENJOY THAT 
SONY " CHOW". 
. SIGNED, " PRETTY GIRL" 
2 my graduating sorors of DST: 
I om proud of oil of you . This is your first 
step on the rood of SUCCESS . Just 
remember God is watching O\l'er you in 
oil that you endeavor . 
Love, 
Sheryl 23-A-66 
To Deon Milton Wilson (Deon of the 
School of Business and Public Ad-
ministration) I wont to thank you fOr your 
advice, guidance and quick action. With 
the post behind us I feel that the School 
of Business will prosper from the com-
bined efforts ,et_ the Council and the 
Deans' office, Douglass Selby 
-
Best Wishes to the Circle, fonded Moy 
S, . 1986, whose purpose is to allow 
Howard University Students & A lumni 
access to a network of progressive and, 
enterprising graduates of Howard 
U~rsity. 'The.obiecti\l'e specifically is to 
broaden the base of successful Howard 
Alumni at large. We wish to support 
financially and otherwise students who 
hove the potential of both benefiting.and 
serving society in general . ~ 
Alonzel , 
Friday,' April 18th , appears to hove been 
a one Ji me thing. I can't help but wonder 
if that's all 'fou wanted it to. be. I ~now 
1 didn ' t. Give me o coll so tho~ my 
''wo~ders '' con be cleared up. ; 
Weez1e 
To Lisa (lee) 
Well, what con I soy. Your character is 
so indescribable . (Plain fickle)·. You're 
just do girl . 
wu .... Gee (P.S. thanks for listen ing tooll 
. of my problems). 
To My Friends: 
''Thanks-I couldn 't ask for a tter 
group of friends''. Ms L.L. Cool J-You' re 
more than a friend, we are family. Lisa-
Liso and Richie-Rich, we go bock to the 
'old school' and do we shore a lot of 
fond memories and wild times {1 '11 miss 
you). Venoir, I hope -q_ur 2 hOur calls 
ne\l'er stop. The modneSs wit\ be over 
soon! The owner of Black's Porty House, 
lnc .·Hove a drink on me, include lony 
the Tiger and E.T . Andrea (my 
neighbor), I'll toke my coat out of stofoge 
for you. Don 't let no one tell you that you 
ain' t ''COOL''. Tracey and Dewayne, we 
will be chillin' on ''S'' street soon (3's 
Company). 
Love, ''Kimmy D' ' 
Happy 21st!•!! Your legal 'now honeytl! ~Debbie-Anne fhompson, 
From a woman who's a woman, but not 
I would like to thank you for all your help 
legal, ART!! and-guidance over the last two years . 1 
am extremely_'- p;oud of your oc· 
complishmentse1h>st importantly, I om 
\l'ery happy that we become closer here 
at Howard .· But as much as I om look-
• 
• 
-
Crandall 20 I - 1982 - SB 
Congrotulotionsl JI ,.. 
Crandall 202 - 1962 - KH 
lony. G . ~ 
.. "'• . 
Consort, I am going to miss you very 
much . Lc:ive Always. 
Kyra H . 
Lisa ft: and Koren D . 
We'll toast the medical prodice, low 
partnership, and restaurant success •• 
Houston's. Moy 10. 1996. Don't wony, 
I'll drivel 
Keyrosskey 
Dear Allison R. Miller, 
I wont to be able, to speak the truth. 
Be Q success in my work . 
Dress the way I wont yet shore my days 
, with you ' 
11 won tr to be able to enjoy the activities 
llove 1 ' • 
Adhere to my own values. 
Act the way I feel yet shore my nights 
with you 
I wont to be able to be myself and I want 
you to be able to be yourself 
Yet share our lives with each other . .. 
Love, (Me) Trying, one day ot o time 
John 
Lets not let what the summer or future 
holds for us change what we hove. 
M"e\l'er forget , that I love you, arid that 
all bears need a mqther. 
Ange 
Gilbef1 of T.~ T, 
Is it a cri~e ctt)at I still want you? 
You give me the SWEETEST TABOOlll 
SECRET T& T LOVER FROM AFAR. 
Sunkist Sweet 
Glad this year is over! This summer, 
don 't forget the times we spied, laugh-
ed, got drunk, argued and mostly, don' t 
forget me1 --.,. 
See you on the hill, BMW 
Jiffy, . ' 
I'm so glad I met you[ We_'ve ~n thru 
a lot of together, especially this semester . 
Keep in touch this summer; don't forget-
to work on your project (smile) . 
BMW 
Shoune-''The Keeper'', • 
Where do you get the patience? We ow~ 
you a year's supply of osprin . Thonx for 
your perseverance. We love you . 
The Sweetheart Court 85-86 
To All The Graduating Brothers of PHI 
-BETIA SIGMA 
We the starlets just want to say ''we love 
.. 
you . I -
Good luck Your Illustrious Storlettes 
To . The Graduating Brothers of ·PHI 
SETA SIGMA • 
I wish you the best in ay your endeavors. 
l wont to say I will miss you, but the love 
of PHI BET A SIGMA will olwoys keep you 
in my heart . • 
Love Lisa (Miss PHI BET A SIGMA, 66/67) 
I would li ke to thank·oll the women who 
helped me to acquire points and Win the 
title again. I will be THE MAN forever! 
Myron Curenton AKA THE MAN 
To, f'7 
ing for..:..ard to your graduation, I will . T W IP ) 
. I . 1 I C t l t. ns • o . oyne res . 
certain Y miss you a Ot! ongro u 0 10 In the short time I hove known you I hove 
and lots of love . come to see you for what you really ore, 
.Wendy-Jo Thompson . one 1of the finest men on Howard cam-
A BIG MOONIE-EYED flSff'MONSTER, 
BUTCH HEY 6ABES!! ' 
JUST WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW 
THAT THESE PAST SEVEN MONTHS Stuffy, . 
HAVE BEEN GREAT! THANX -MAKING . What con I ~y? We ho"e bee~ special 
MY F~ESHMEN YEAR ALL THAT IT ond clo~e friends for almost sox month 
WAS REMEMBER ME OVER TH~UM· now. In those mohths I ~~ grown to 
MER . HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! V u. be stronger and more dedtcoted. You 
· have made me very happy and proud . 
FRED. · You are truly one beautiful , strong block 
To, ," THE CREW", ALPHA PHI ALPHA man. ¥,OVE YOUlll 
FAMILY, f-2 FLOOR, REDEMTION. Sweet P" 
CALIF. CLUB. AND THE HANDSOME T_o_T_h_e_N_o_t-ur_e_L_o_ve_r-, ----
pus not just because you ore a Sigma, 
but you mode the best choice. 
Happy Graduation 
Love Lisa (Miss PHI BET A SIGMA 66/67 
My Daughters, 
Donna, just because you know what 
doesn 't ")eon you known what! Deon· 
no, don' t worry we'll find whot we 
want . Stoy sweet. I lo\1'9 you . 
JoyJoy • 
CARYER TWO (M.G. 7 G .W .) Thanks ed . M .d. th t 
alot !I I tu" U oil so muchl l · What rea lly happen in eri ion a Rod Simmons, 
KRYS . night? Was a whiteboy too much for you Too really good friend. Another April 
L. L. COOL C. 
2 much Steok&cheese con be hazardous 
2 your health .. . .. especially on Sunday 
Afternoons!?! 
from the Girl in the Paisley Park 
-
The live Aquorian, 
Habits ore made from boredom Can be 
· broken ... He "'1ill be here this summer!! 
Ohhh Oh Oh Ohhhhl 1111 
Scondelous 
Dear Chris 
I'm sorry about lost sundoy. Please oc~ 
cept my sincerest' apologies . 
Signed, Y,pu _ ~now Who ._,.~ 
Dear New Position and Cherry Hill, 
We' re going to miss you guys O\l'Or the 
summer. lost Saturday Night was fu·n . 
Let's do it again sometime. Take Core. 
Love Sexy Eyes ond ·tt"ie ''Form Girl' ' 
t (Cool Blue) · 
~'"remember ... The 1st time U went 
to Haines Point? How'"'obout the 2nd "& 
.3rd? TM ecstasy of the Purple Rain? An 
all dayer -pnd an all nighter? What 
hopened to the lire? 
Lo ... e, Grey Citation 
To my Boliy Face ' 
Remember that night! From the library, 
2, burr, around the resevior, bock 2 the 
library, 2 blockbUrn, and LOCKEI I'l l 
never forget- I 
Love your Princess 
Baby face , 
Hope U don't forget that night either! We 
both mode this semesm speciol I Lots try 
it again next semester, what do you say? 
I'll love you olwoys 
PRINCESS • 
2 Lorry, Moe, T., Chunks? f-2 Crow 
Thon• ' oll the fun, great •'s & friend-
sip. 'tho 2 BV's, me ond U will got ours 
2. 2 my roomy, I Luv U bighead. 
Luv 2 All L.A . Chick, Curly 
' ' 
to handle? 15th hos rolled by. I leave a large 
Wuv· yo, Dippin' dientele for you to mok9 SS off . And the 
. . 1 friendhsip we still hove. Congrotulot1ons to a "gry specia ... C-Morie BBA ''86' ' . 
PERSON-Corio Suesberry: l know that ,,. 
you will ht the best in who~ever ~u do. Melba and Renee, 
Thank yofr.so much forf"everything . We started out two years agq owr bum· 
Love yo, 22-A-61 ed sheets and a spastic eye. took where 
I hove truly enjoyed our last couple of 
months ·together Lisa, eveli'though 
CorolYn has been acting like o casack 
lately . As we say, - 'em if they can 't 
toke o joke. (For some reason they have 
not come to terms that their litfle Lisa is 
growing up and moving on to better 
things.) I'm not Doc . , but ~m what 
you wont so they'~ eventually, unders-
tond . DUCKIE 
To Rita Golden : 
Sis, I truly c6uldn't hove mode it through 
this school year without you - you know 
that . Thank you for everything. I love 
you. 
Brenda Golden 
SCOTTY B .• JEFF G .. MICHELE L., 
STACY C .• 
THANKS FOR ALL THOSE CRAZY 
NIGHTS Of FUN ANO FROLIC IN THE 
¢OMPUTER CENTER. WITHOUT EACH 
0THERS HELP WE WOULDN'T HAVE 
MADE IT TO THE OTHER SIDE . EOF is I. 
C-"LIVE" 
to SONYA DARRELL, ROSE DRUM-
/,IOND, DEBRA L., HAROLD B., 
BEST OF LUCK. THANKS FOR YOUR 
FRIENDSHIP AND SUPl'ORT FOR ALL 
'THESE YEARS. SEE YOU IN BERMUDA 
pR THE CHAPTER. V/HICHEVER COMES 
FRIST. 
t-"LIVE" 
' ~~~~'--~~~~~~ 
Mork Y., 
When people R mad, they usually lh to 
tolk clllout it. Advoiding me is nol only 
childish but unfair. I don't d111 ,.. it. 
Your very special; pl11111 don't mul 1 me 
lhink otherwise. 
""-Bouncy 
• • 
it hos token us; many laughs, a few 
arguments and really good times . I leave 
eoch of you on alternate frlend . 
Charlene BBA " 66" 
Cristal , 
. Hoppy 21st Birthday I from the highest 
floor in Logan 'Pork. 
Signed 910 
Patrick Barnes 
I lio¢ you hod a happy. birthday IMln 
though you don't love me ony"1orel 
Your Homegirl 
203T, I w ish you the best of everything. 
~ry 
Yo Peter 'Cooke, I think WI n11d to set 
up one more 151 party? What do you 
think Bob Nunes? Jonnie 1\foull 
Tis and Two Trick, ~·s gonno be o long 
journey ... We might be going IJP'Jrate 
paths but tho TRUE bond cA °''""'shaft 
olwoys hold us together. llay God's 
grace be with you, SG!lds • . Fl.ASH, 
7-83-A · 
' 
To my p-wife,' Paulo P., ThoutJhwe're 
divorted, do Y!!U think we con fiaalt-..p-
for one IT\CK'9litne? ft'1b111 NOi. Hw 
.. -husband, Jowtl,.,. 
from 9-A ... to 9-A-86, I 11 id wfth""' 
my love, my smile. CIRd ~ '-t. T• 
=-~=~~=r:. 
Sonya I OCI 1·1. (ond .. II-V., 0511 
meobo-Jt l8fauD1ll Sllim1 •+1 lw9• 
lect. Jor,glhaii 1' 13 Ii 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
H~Utopics· 
• 
Kenny Lighttoot 
Good luck in all that you do. Success is 
"tit your fingertips . Keep in touch. 
~ave Stoey Richardson 
' 
To Corio and Keisha , 
You've come a long way from 4tk floor 
Frazier, but it wasn't so bod. Was it? 
Congrats! 
Miss Howard University 
To The College of Fine Arts : 
¥our Going To Miss Us!! 
Love 
The Fob'tlous Four Plus One 
To All The New Swans of D.l.V.A.: 
' 
We Love You1 t 
Tony Rand9ll & Jerry lewis 
Congratulations to all the groQuoting 
0.1.V.A.s 
Love Tony Rando ll -& Jerry Lewis 
To Miss J6net and Miss Claudio; 
All .the tape. typing paper, tacks, ohd 
"'erox copies can not possibly wrap half 
of the love we hove for you . We wilt miss 
you. l ove Forever 
Beverly, Moses. Tim & Karen 
To Beverly, 
I'll love you madly until the day tho! l_cjie. 
Your Husband 
To Nikki , . 
PARIS '86. I'll be right by your side soon. 
Love Y'o ' J 
Moses 
To Omor, ~ 
'GOTCHA '86 would hove been difficult 
wlthout you . li 
Thanks for everything . KEEP ACTING!!! ! 
Your FFL , 
Samuel 
To Koren , 
' l)'hinkyoursWe . 'Ho !) 
~Im 1glod we got to know-eoch?fher in 
the post 4 yeors . 
YolJif FFL, 
SAM 
To Floyd. . 
Controversy. Who! a word! 
You mode it through the storm . 
Your Roommate, 
19-13-10 
ToBevJenkins. . 1 • 
What can I soy to a supersta r who 
happens to be my good fri end, my 
housemate, my mother away from 
home, my dresser. my make-up consul-
tant, and my persond! manager? 
YOU'VER BEEN A PAIN IN THE 
ASS. , .But what is li ke w ithout a litt le 
pain . These four years wou ld not hove 
been the some without you ! 
love You - Ms. Howard Univ. 
~j~pSrs+..rTerri , - ~ 
,L;1:ou1a 
1X01'blMlSs'H?{~rd iodOY if 
it weren't for you. Thon~ Ydtr O'nd Cb:.in-
, grots . You 've been through b hellouvo 
- lot gnd you still mode it ! l ove you. 
Your sis, , 
Ms. Howard University 
To Moses. 
You s.tbrted out as on actor, you hit 
your head during a dump session , and 
now you 're a fierce director ! Thank God 
for dump sessions. 
Ms. Howard University 
To The Fabulous Four 
''It's onl-.,.· the beginnin;g. And I 
couldn 't hove done 11 alon"~ . t thank 
you." I mode it and I'm olive . I love you 
all . Congratulations : 
Yours Forever , 
Plus One 
To Keith, 
Drama Desk '86! ! ! ! ! 
Your FFL, ' 
Som 
To Byron, • 
• 
Well 1-felen, its over! Keep in touch . 
Your Friend, 
Samuel M. 
To The College of f ine Arts 
G-0-0-D-B-Y-E! ! ! ! ! ! ! I!!! 
Signed, 
A Very Happy Senior 
My Fellow Grads plus l, 
' ' . 
Kymm - ~h<;inks for 4 great one"s. s1sta ! 
Chris & Monetti - 503 was the best move 
I mode -
Thanks, roomies! 
Chris P. - Thanks for being even more 
than o specibl brother ... o fr iend . 
My C9ntroversiq1 Trio - We're In-
separable ... what more con I soy? • 
Be FIERCE, Yo'll! , " · , 
love, NIKKI 
Dear Pee Wee, Jr. -
You 're o 21-yeor-old man now . . . old 
enough to drink. . I wish I could be there 
for you forever, but I know you're ready 
for the world.· A lways Keep the love, 
memories, and Oreos I hove for you in 
your h80rt and soyl. I love you - AVID, 
Billie . • 
• 
Dear Jeanette Kaye- ~ 
Thanks for being you - My Sister . 
love, Always,, Beverly 
SHERILYN. 
The fil"st week of my freshman orien-
tation I met o girl from Teoneck., and 
tomorrow, FOUR YEARS of thot best 
friedshiP l've hod at Howard U. will be 
separated, but definot~ly not ended. 
What )Q dom When I think of ell the ex-
perien~ we've hod it would fill o book. 
• The one emotion that you hardly ever see 
in m~ill be in full -force on Moy 10th 
1986. I LOVE YOU end YOU WILL BE 
1.11ssE0111 
Alyssc 
I 
' 
• 
Dear Lona Turner~ 1. 
In the beginning, you were at my 
front, but since then you've always hod 
my back. If you weren't there, I'd be in 
traction. 
Love, Billie (Need o drink or good sex?) 
. - ,. 
To All My DIVA Sisters, 
The time ho~ come to bid you all 
lor~ell (for now). Words con iust begin 
to e~ress my true feel ings for you o~l. 
I will ·olwoys teosure the time spent here 
with you at Howard and look forward 
to our prolific, productive, artistic future,. 
• AVID( Love, Billie Hofltjoy • 
Dear Miss Howard 
While you ore saying your goodbyes 
to this school, always remember it's i•1st 
the beginning for o career and life t\1ot 
poromises to be just as strong and in-
teresting as the person. I love you, 
Roomie- · 
Signed, ''What's you're name again'' 
I, Keith L. Hernderson , being of sound 
mind & body do be hereby bequeathing 
the following: 
A life supply of Chill Pills to those nas-
ty, wretched, diabolical devils that work 
in the office of Student Accounts & Finon-
c1ol Aid ,.....--... 
A sod goodbye to the nice people in the 
Office of Student Activities . 
A tor.i::h to place Ul that damn Housisng 
lottery basket! --
A grade of A' to all the dedicated & con-
cerned odmiristrotors and faculty at 
H.U. 
A cumulative G . P.A . of .OOCXXX>l for the 
perfRrmgnce of Howard Security & Shut-
tle bGS 'Brivers ~ .J-... 
TO THE SHADES OF EXCELLENCE , 
OUT OF THE DARKNESS WE HAVE 
COME . INTO THE LIGHT WE SHALL 
SHINE. 
ADRIAN VINCENT JAMES 
~ 
TO i'iiE dASS'OF ·86, 
DON'T TAKE l\NY SH· T If YOU LOST 
. YOUR WAY AND GO ASTRAY. CLICK 
YOUR HEELS A'NO COME HOME TO 
THE MECCA. THATS WHAT FRIENDS R 
4. • • ' 
ADRIAN VINCENT JAMES 
TO THE FINE ARTS CREW, 
THANKS FOR GIVING ME MY Lb;, 
EVERYDAY. WE ARE THE WORLD, WE ' 
ARE THE CHILDREN, LIVING IN OUR 
OWN TIME . 
ADRIAN VINCENT JAMES. 
'86 GRADUATES, 
LETS GO CRAZY ANO SHOW THE 
WORLD BY BEING THE PEOPLE THAT 
WE ARE. EACH MAN MUST 00 AS HE 
MUST TO HELP HIS BROTHER TO 
SURVIVE . 
ADRIAN VINCENT JAMES. 
TO THE HOWARD FAMILY , 
THANKS FOR SUPPORTING ME IN MY 
ENDE'AVORS. LOVE IS T'"E MESSAGE, 
MUSIC THE ANSWER. 
PEACE - ADRIAN. VINCENT JAMES -
Nl\TIVE DANCER OIREC-
TOR/CHOREOGRAPHtR · TERP -
H.U./O.C. GYPSY'S 
TO DIVA, 
' 
Myron Howie 
You're someone anyone could look up 
to See you in Boston . 
Evonne's Colleague · 
TO THAT UNTOUCHABLE DEAN 
Thanks for ruining n-1y spotless reputa-
tion! You smile is the only thing that got 
you off the hook I 11 
Guess Who??? 
I 5-Xi-84 
ConGrodulotions! I This semester hos 
been ·o m"ost memorable ex-
perience., .What's next?~(smile) 
OST 23-A-86 , 
• 
Condy (E.S.) 
You should be coiled Candy because you 
ore sweet. I am glad that at Howard we 
were able to meet. Although on Satur-
day you will deport, o port of you will 
always be in my heart. 
Good luck, 
Love f\iew Shoes 
Mike P., Colvin J.T .C. 
Another year hes come to .on end. It's 
been live and now it is summer tim~. Hey 
let's get busy y'all. It is not hard, it is 
easy you see iust act vf;ry stupidily. C!1ill 
and be Free. Loter M. Snow 
Congrodulotions to my Graduating 
sorors, especially my sweet soulful sand 
of Orchidoceous '34. A special thanks to 
Lisa P., Julie T. , and Quito B. for help-
ing me keep my head above water . 
T.T.B.0.D. . 
Ms . G 
Blocky A rf-Arf 
Future Bonkers Crew: " 
Joey, Oiar1e, Gloria and Oris, Congrats 
and good luck out there . . 
L.P. Long 
Ref:',ra . !Gdr.son 
GQ9d luck in ell of voor endeavors. No 
doubt you'll be successful. 
Your Insurance Buddy 
• 
a 2 
' 
Cheri !'iickman 
I love ~i'lat,-1 !I · ' 
Conttn · , tO be tib.Qugh 
The Ex· P. 
• • 
' 
Have a wonderful~ummer and kllp in 
touch. t , . • , 
Love, 30-A-86 • " ' • 
To Yero: • 
We dreo.mt someone slit your throat . You '··can9'ra'Cfu18t~~ns ''to 'our .§Oroi-, "Lisa 
shouldn t thr.eoten to f--k up future Campbell , on her acceptance into Phi 
recommendottons . Beto K~pa . 'A job well donel 
THE SENIORS. 7-A-86 dnd 13-A-86 . 
T9 THE BOPPSIE TWINS, Sondra and 
Henri: 
Young bays and alcohol, do not a pret-
ty picture make. 
GOTCHA ·\ 
To Vero: 
How did they miss YOU durirlg 
Holocaust? Hitler you fool. 
THREE FALLEN ANQELS . ,, 
" . ' 
the 
To Whom Ever is waiting for 12-Xi-85 
to foll off his ''Self Righteous Pedesta l'', 
obviously you hove o problem, most like-
ly o personal problem about which you 
should seek professional help. Speokin 
from personal experience and first hand 
kn9wledge on the subject in question you 
cannot ' 'touch' ' what you never hod end 
will never hove. 
Signed His Guardian Angel B.K.A. ''Bo'' 
To B-8ear 
Happy Birthday!! Try to be good I'm glad 
we finally got 2-gether I can't wait till 
you come home! 
love, Lil Bear 
To our fpvorite most gracious ladies of 
Alpha Koppo Alhpa SororLty. Inc., 
7-A-B6, 13·A·86. We did not forget you 
ofter all . · 
Love, late N ight Movies 
' 
To the REAL FLY Girls of Howord Univer- _ 
sity, 13-.<!'-86 •.. Bel;,ndo. , end 30-A-86, 
Hove o wonderful .summer in Rochester 
. ' and D.C, but don't come back much 
Flier . I couldn 't toke it. It is not about not 
being FLY! 
love Yo! Mr. Fly 
• 
' ' 2-A-B6. I know the whole Yard knows 
whom I on1 tokling about . It's kinda lote, 
but congratulations and hove o good 
s_ummer. P.S. Don't steal that money. 
Oh, and I poid for this one loot 
Bambi , · 
It hos been quite o struggle but U have 
dealt with it. Remember, never 4get to 
do what is fair, even though others may 
not agree •wi"th<U4-And struggle 4 what 
we both believe in. 
Breeze 
Admirotion to all the future J.D. , M .D. , 
D.D.S. , M.B .A . and PH .d's of the class 
of '86 
And . ro all my friends, ocquontonces, 
romances and debtors, my creeping 
techniques. foolishness, scandalous 
capita listic lifestyle, sense of humor and 
LIKE A.S'i/.f\.N~,ON THE LAKE, YOU'VE 
GOT STYLE, YOU'VE GOT GRACE, 
AND THATS GREAT. KEEP UP THE · 
TRADITION Of D. FOY AND COCO 
FLASHGORDON - ADRIAN VINCENT 
JAMES • 
~ven th?ugh you're the one tho's leov- r H 0 bbl 1 • 1ng, I wil l you my fake MCI number just ·A ey ~ · er· 1 . 
in case you ever need 0 shoulder 10 cry cquo lances ore for sometimes, 
To " Aunt" Mory Leigh 
Thank you for being my fri~nd when 
HEY OJ FRED, on Friends ore 4-Ever!! Howard's best 
Dirfy Red Scheme Team!! 
I hod none. lf it were'nt for you I would 
not and could not !love done it . All my ,, 
LOVE. (P.S. Your book is coming, I 
promise.) love for my Al mo Mater . 1 
' 
I, Jv fin L. Horrisingh, beif]g of somewhat 
mind ol"d bod.y leave to Oliver Johnson 
and the Campus Pols. all the headaches 
and 1oys of Oreintotion and the enter-
ing class. To Carol Winn and that 
dyn~m ic Hi lltop staff, 11eave tho!l.M'for 
making my year as Choirmorf"Of !hie , 
Policy Boord much EASIER than I ex-
pected . To Buddy lewis, I leave my un-
dying commilmenl lo our strong friend-
sh ip in making it lost even whe he is as 
fOmouS as Bill Cosby and Eddie Murphy. 
To Ca~ Whitehead, I leave the Good 
Friendf-(word . To Nikki, I leav:e whatever 
it tokes lo keep her in my life . To 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY, THERE IS NO 
TANGIBLf \JEM TO EQUAL THE AP-
PRECIATION AND LOVE I HAVE FOR 
MY ALMA MATER . 
•THANK YOU All!!!! 
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO 
PRIVACY?11?1.r1. 
So long to the Su ite 400 wrecking crew: 
Melly-Mel, Worie, Manca, Keiso, Kim, 
and especi9lly Pammie for without Your 
help I would gO'out looking li ke Pee-Wee 
Hermon E:f!Ch day. 
Frenchtoost 
Blow-Pop 
Life goes on , and people grow . Out of 
things that fit before some things remain 
the some, my love for you will never 
change.' C and C lee Cream 
ALPHA CHAPTE~. ALPHA KAPPA 
ALPHA SORORITY INC. would like to 
extend sincere Congratulations ond Best 
Wishes to "the following graduating 
soi;ors : Inez Brown, Lindo Claybrooks, 
Imelda Cr.omer, Rhonda Gregory, 
Kamala Horris, Kimberly Horry, Li~o 
Jackson, Cyprionno Lumpkin, LoDetro 
McGoho , Morie Moore, Demetria 
Nicholas, Valerie Pippen, Paulo Pruitt, 
Sherrilynn Pruitt, Koren Small, Terry 
Smith, Angelo Stocker, Carlo Stern, 
Corio Suesberry, Debbie-Anne Thomp-, 
son and Melonie Wilcox. CONGRATULATIONS!!! Andrea , 
' Dotiyo, Leila , Jeon, Mike, Donya, 
Gongrotulat ions Lindo ''Clyde' ' Crystal , Carol , and Onimi, by the grace 
Claybrooks, not just for .graduating, but of God, we finoily mode it lhru, Thanks 
for graduating number One in your field! for the wonderful friendships and' the 
1 love you PERS. t hope your wisdom rubs best four years of my life . love you all , 
off on me. And I sure om glad you'll be Mirion;i . 
in the area! -------~-----
To The School of Com!l)unicotions Froot loop 17-A-86 To My Brothers, Chris and Menotti, 
Thanks for helping me get it all together . ---'-' ~·---------- I know you don't need to hear how much 
Spec ial thanks tci Dr . Koggwo, "'who Congratulations P.E.B. our friendship hos meant to me this post 
piode n),i success possible. And Cathy & You mode i1 ond .Yov are on your way! year . Still, 1 wont to tell the world how 
Morie, who _always cou9ht me. str~king . Stgyj f) .TQL\Ch, . ., f m...gpi(!g_ .tsY !T'l~ ... tQ!J. proud O(ld·fortu1Jate I an;i to hav1t, ~fl 
post the off ice. · Love your Cousin, ,./\a leno . , ob.le to get to k(lOvt o.ru:l leorn and !ough 
··Ms . Monog\n9 'Edirbr iwith you,,fo M\oyittie c~ness ondittin-
• · To My Girls from One the live Five: fidentiolity of our brotherhood. You hove · 
To Tim, MY Leading Mon : 
It's all about being and doing that ac-
ting power w ith tl1e complete actor and 
having respect for acting to get that basic 
audition: Congrats! 
love 
Miss Howotd ~Un i vers i ty , 
J. '' B-F' ' B. 
Don 't be such o stronger. Being friends 
is much more fun !! ! 
The ''shy'' Girl at the Picnic on the yard 
To 3 of ''You do Girls' ' 
Do you remember ., . 
Rocky Baby: your $40.00 hug? Roomie 
and Scandalous : A radio announcement 
in September about o ' ' love Bazaar'' in 
Sutton? 
Love, l of ' 'The live S' ' 
,HOOP, 
Your friendship means clot. Your time is 
coming soon . I love you li ke o sister . 
can't you tell . 
ROOMIE 
' 
A .0 .D. FLASHCARD 1, 
MY NAME IS ADRIAN, l'M SURE YOU'LL 
AGREE, THAT MY CHOREOGRAPHY IS 
REALLY ME. I TURN LIKE A TOP DOWN · 
TO MY KNEES, PEOPLE THINK THEY 
KNOW, BUT THEY DON'T KNOW ME! 
A .0 .D. FLASHCARD 2, 
l 'M WEARING THF MASK. IT SHINES 
A .O .D .. l'M SKEOUING IN THE NAME 
Of TERPSICHORE-. THE GREEK MUSE OF 
DANCE FROM HISTORY. 
• 
A .0.0 . FLASHCARD 3, ' · 
YOU CAN CALL ME TERP, RIGHT FROMT 
THIS EARTH, DANCING TO THE SEAT, 
DOWN THE UNIVERSE 'S STREETS. 
A .0.D. FLASHCARD 4, 
WHEN YOUR A JAMES YOUR SOUND 
FOR FAME . IT MAY NOT HAPPEN 
NOW, SO If l'M LATE, I HOPE l'M 
GREAT SOMEWAY, SOMETIME, 
SOMEHOW . . 
A.0.0 . FLASHCARD 5, 
TO BE UNIQUE IS IN THE FEET Of 
ADRIAN VINCENT JAMES . PEACE, 
LOVE, IN GOD WE TRUST. LET THE 
.MUSIC PLAY AS WE PRAY . 
SKEOU TERP. 
TO THE A .0. 0 . 
WE ARE THE ARTIST OF OIONYSYS. WE 
CAME, WE SAW. WE PERFORMED FOR 
THEM ALL. WE ARE ABOUT CREATING 
BROTH~HOOO, SCHOLARSHIP, AND 
~;Tl-/X~ELLENCE TO MEN'IN THE 
To Socrates (A.S.G.O.C.) The '' Best 
Defense'' of the family . 
'~ ,, 
To Antonio Siano: A perfect LSA T and 
admission to Columbia University 
Graduate School . 
(lee, Tee, Robbi , and Shelli) Until the live o coveted ploce in my heait, which I 
f ive reunites next semester, jus1 know will give me some desperately 
remember these words: · We Come, WE needed strength to continue here ·at 
Sow and We Conquered (almost) . Ho""".ord ofter you've gone. Congrotulo-
wuv , Gee lions, Beloved! The world awaits you! 
Your brattier, Chris 
TO THE A .0 .0 . 
WE DON'T GO AROUND WITH OUR 
HEADS TO THE GROUND, CAUSE WE 
ARE KNOWN ALL OVER TOWN. WE 'RE 
KAPPA CUTE ANO OMEGA STRONG, 
WITH ALPHA INTELLIGENCE WE 
KNOW WHERE WE BELONG. 
TO THE A.0.D. 
ON TOP Of THE WORLD LIKE A STAR 
SHINNING BRIGHT, SIGMAPHYING 
PLEASURE TO Alt BOTH DAY ANO 
NIGHT. WE WEAR TURQUOISE BY DAY, 
BLACK BY NIGHT. GOLD IS FOR THE 
RICHNESS THAT MAKES US SH E SO 
BRIGHT . 
TO THE A.0.D. 
TOGETHER WE FORMED A 
BROTHERHOOD UNIQUE THAT 
SHl\RES A HISTORY FROM GREECE Of 
277 B.C. THANKING GOD FOR KEEP-
ING THE DREAM ALIVE . 
BRO. TERP-ADRIAN VINCENT JAMES. 
' To My Sister Nicole, 
You ore the port of me thOt outshines the 
morning star . For you ore o Storchild, 
moving toward the end of a wonderous 
rainbow. I'm just proud and happy to 
hove been o port of it all. Congratula-
tions, Sister! ~ 
Love Always Chris 
' 
To the Wonderful Brothers and Sisters at 
1313 Harvard. 
It's been great getting to kno..£you all 
this year. We've hod some pa~es_ to lost 
throughout history. J love you all!! 
Congrotulotionss and Best Wishes! 
Your Brother, Chris Powell 
To K. Fronk.Jin M . 
1 wont you to know I'm very proud of you 
and Congratulations on o job well done! 
love Always, Your Brother, G. HuJOQ'1'1\, 
To The T313 Ho ard St. Crew and 
Associates (You know who you are) the 
graduating mosses. Congratulations and 
Great Bolls of Fire, My ·undercover love. Good luck! And to those of us still press-
Mile Wide or Protruding Areola; I leave ing on, it will be o pleasure doing 
my wok and how to book. (with jellies). business next year! 
And, to Fred Flintstone, Yobbo Dobbo Greg 
Do, WE ARE THROUGHlll Lost Minute • ------------
Murphy. Mom and Pop 
Welcome bock to see the number 2 son 
To my SPESH, alias First Lady on line, . graduate. It won't be long before 
I leave you special place in my heart . T-o another . 
my linesisters (AUSPICIOUS 38) , I leave The number 3 Son in line 
love end the words (OH, LORD, HELP 
ME JESUS) . To my SORORS OF DELTA 
SIGMA THETA, It's so hard to soy good-
by to yesterday. T.T.B.O. D. Aunt Bunny. 
9-A-86 
YOU ARE THE FIRST PEARL TO GO, SO 
MAKE YOUR MARK . AL THOUGH YOU 
WILL NOT BE HERE WITH US, WE WILL 
REMEMBER YOU IN SPIRIT. IT WAS A 
LONG JOURNEY BUT WE ALL MADE IT. 
NOW YOU ARE FACING ANOTHER 
JOURNEY, GOOD LUCK 
J. Fi.ASH'S 20 BLOODY PEARS OF 2 
TRICK P.S. " ARE THEY FIXED TIGHT?" 
To: The Furious Four 
From Y.A. Beach to Sutton, Meridian, 
and Greenbelt, we've been busted, 
trusted , and readjusted, and G.G. even 
though you weren't there for all of the 
'' scandalous nights' ' you ore definitely 
?.member of the ''unique crew'' l So girls 
1t s been LIVE leaving our mark. on H.u.11 
Friends forever, L.L . Cool C. 
HOOP, 
Your frli9-n0ship 'i'neons olot . Your time is 
coming soon . I love you like a sister, 
con'1 you tell . 
Roomie 
,,.....-
To Judy Klein 
Get off his tip. 
Chris 0 . Cathcart 
Now that we both know-maybe they 
will get the hint ... thot .... all the Lace, 
Kleins, flowers, V-Doy cords, candies, 
end baloons ... hepeless & deadend fan-
tasies of all the various Howard misfits ... 
· Could make the statement we both 
mode ... together .. , ''against the odds''-
·Thonks for the livest and most 
memorable ''non-fantasy: · ... during my 
Howard experience ... especially my 
Sen,j6r year ... · 
Congratulations, Mr . Ryder, Love 
African-Lace P.S. icantooproveitl 
To My Closest Friend, Sharon : 
YouEre the true definition of a friend . 
You ·hove always been my sounding 
boa when I needed someone to folk to. 
Words con not soy enough, but l hope 
my pledge to be your life long friend will ' 
do. Best wishes to you and your life 
endeavors, but I know that with your 
determin_ation and personality you will 
succeed. (Yes, it is true - it's so hard to 
soy good-bye). 
Love, Smokey 
<J 
Love. SHRIMP TOAST 
Prince Mork.-E-D 
Thanks for being my big brother you 
were o big help, Ond you know what l 
meonl • 
luv ya, Iii' Sis 
To Robin 1 
t'!l never forget how much your cheeks 
turned pink. (Geek.ed) 
I'm gonna miss yo! 
Wuv, Gee P.S. just rem.ember that its all 
about playing that role 
Lanita 
To KAH, 
Although you've mode it hard, I LOVE 
you all the some and I wouldn't trade 
. you for the world. 
Lantto 
To Dr. JBB: 
Thank you for being there ond all your 
help t I · 
lonifo.t ' 
Jomes Brathwaite, . . , . ~ 1 To the Graduating Closs OF '86 of OST 
I wanna love you, 1f 1t s the lost thing I thought we'd get to see forever, but 
do- I wanna love yo1.1! ! forever hos gone away . So I'll toke with 
Very Interested From T& T . (me the memories to be my sunshine oher 
'"' ~· ~· .. ~ 1 '.! !he rain. lt's so hord ... Oh well , it's never 
2TRICK · about looking bock!! So let's juStsoy, WE 
YOU CAME, YOU> SAVED, AND NOW ROCKED IT!! end WE GONE!!! I LOVE 
YOU'RE GONE THE BLOODY PEARS YOU ALl'zSOOOO MUCH!!! l · A-85 
WILL MISS YOUR GUIDANCE AND ' - " 
-------------FR IE ND SH 1 P. YOU HAVE BEEN AN IN- · To Al l of Hildegard's Girlfriends: 
SPIRATION TO US ALL. AL THOUGH I regret to inf Orm yoU that HilCegQrde 
YOU HAVE SLOWED DOWN YOUR was laid to rest on Wednesday MtJy 7th. 
PACE, ThtE LEGEND L!~ES ON. WE Wl!;L 1TpefJ! '!lilb~tilhb<L[i;;jes ,ifl ~cti,11! • .l\l• .,AJ.WN<SllWEMll~~iblii,..Gl)N<l<i<P . ,I><;\ o9J',:l ,il!!1$• they'tt """"""bo""'ill> 
LGOOO LUCK, AND 'KfiEP-S"mlVING F0R ·Mo~.!i ~moornin.g .. J~i.Meim.v r•qj 
OMEGA. . ' 
J. FLASH'S 20 BLOODY PEARLS OF 2 To The Sweet Soulful Woman of Or:· 
TRICK chidoceaus 34: 
---------'"---- I om leaving you in body, but never is 
J. Flash, spirit . So, I thought I'd shore o special 
WITHOUT YOU WE NEVER WOULD part of the spirit I'm leaving behind . ''I 
HAVE CROSSED THOSE BURNING believe any dream that I '!'ant to, 'cause 
SANDS-THEY ARE HOT!!! WATCH OUT that's the only way of keeping hopes 
FOR THE CONTRAS. KEEP STRIVING olive . And if by chance I give birth to my 
AND REMEMBER, PERSEVERANC'E, AND visions, life is so fantastic it will come as 
UPLIFT IS THE KEY ""-- no surprise. 'Couse evesy doy is on 
J. FLASH'S 20 BLOODY PEARLS OF i adventure in paradise, IT IS REAL IF IT'S 
jrick ONLY IN YOU MINO! "( from the lote 
Minnie Riperton) Just For. 
NIGHTFLIGHT, 
Well sands, this is it. It's been two long 
years, but now it is finally ours. I w ish 
you the best at l.U. end whatever you 
do, do it one extra time for Your sands 
bock at the pear . We won 't ~ble to 
hong, but I'll hove the memories. We ore 
about to break. You ready? Go! f ! 
Get Bock, .P~OTNOIA 
you . .. Becouse ... I love yo' so) uch'l 
To John Pre what ever and R~nee ''Fat 
Fanny' ' Simmons: J 
Together you two mok.e o perfect ''IQ''. 
Oh! by the way, we know you found 
your degrees under the some rock . 
ZOO STORY 
To Baby Doc, -
Freak CHICS , GRAMS, TRICKS, I keep dreamirig that you tre flushed 
NEPHOS. ANO THAT LONE BLOODY 
PEARL, THE UNDERGRADUATE DAYS ~;~~~~, ~o~et = . 
ARE NOT MORE . GET BUSY, ANO . ":., 
MARE IT l'iAPPEN REMEMBER YOUR< 
BROTHERS AS THEY Will REMEMBER Dear Kevin Lamont Holmes: 
YOU. WORK TO UPLIFT OTHE"RS. AND Though our~ at H.U. ore ~lmost 
MAINTAIN PERSEVERANCE IN PURSU- over, the two nd holf years· whoch..we 
ING ALL GOALS. YOU HAVE hqve spent . . '.are only the'begon-
DtSPLA YEO YOUR SCHOLARSHIP AND \• n1r'ig for us. Th1'\kt~g. bock_. I r~~m~r 
JT HAS BROUGHT YOU THUS FAR BUT sun.~y days at Ho1_n s Po1nf. cooling 
REMEMBER IT IS YOUR MANHOOD out 1o Roy Ayers 1_n Carte~ ~rron on 
THAT WILL CARRY YOU THROUGH o wo,rm, summef' night •. en1oy1ng each 
THE YEARS AHEAD. KEEP STRIVING lt>l others company o11er shnmp with lobst<>r " 
OMEGA. . sauce, stamping. ou~ names into the fresh 
YOUR BROTHERS OF ALPHA CHAPTER snow_. ~-n~ playtng ,1,n the waves on son-
OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY INC , ~y Vtrg1n10 Beach.-, There ~re rough 
• · times also, but we ve made 1t through 
TO THE ARTIST t,.l"@,,.N"Y"s"y"u,,.s-'-- in sine, intact, and In love. As we con-
REMEMBER THE T N KEYS ... YOU ARE tinue to grow, individually on in unity, • 
YOUR BROTHER' KEEPER . KEEP THE I look forword to teoching you more of 
DREAM A · me and learning more of you, whom I 
LIVE ... C EIVE IT ... BELIEVE love so much. Here's to usl 
IT ... ACHIEVE IT. T L 1· De Ho ·1 
LOVE, FOUNDING FATHERS ... TERP, e '?mo, es ae neen m1 ton 
NARCISSUS, MIDAS. 
TO THE BRO'S OF A .0. 0 . 
THE STRUGGLE TO DEFEAT APATHY 
MUST CONTINUE . PRODUCE, MY 
BROTHERS FOR YOU ARE THE 
STRENGHT Of TOMORFROW . 
REMEMBER MEI 11 
JOSE .. NARCISSUS .. TABOADA -
' 0 • M .A .A .. M. 
Dear Delta, 
I love you ... It hos been 3 years $ince I 
ex.perienced True sisterhood and I'm for-
tunate to hove met yc)u. This isn't o 
goodbye to you, ''Oelto is o Ufa Time 
Commitment,·: nor to my loror$. ''Ain't 
nothing in this world gonna 11parate 
us" ... It's a thank-you for the frien· 
d~sh;ps and tl)O gilt af si-hood. Coll· 
gradulations to all graduates; special 
congradulations to the last af lmperviOus 
st, •.. Im~ U.. onl 
T.T.8.0.D. 
Felicia R. Brownlee 
Impervious S.. 
B-A-83 
,. 
To Mike and Thomas: 
ThQnk you so ve.ry much for being my 
friend and for sho'Wing me that life on 
Howard's campus)doesn't have to be 
one big game. You f'KJve mode my years 
here so much fun . Best wishes to you J. 
both. I'll rl)iSS you Ond oil the times that 
we found loughter when we Should have 
been mod. • 
Love, Eloin·e ~. 
' ' 
To iocly ·-r··, 
Well, we've reoc:~ that point in our 
ijves that M muM !I' on our 11~ atala 
ways, but I'm CMtoin that one doy we 
wi II see each athor again. thanlt you IO 
much for your kindl'l111, it has not eone 
unapp,.,iated. Good luck in law school 
and much success· 10 yov in your per-
sonal endeavors. · ~r 
Love. Elaine , . 
Ms. R.~·i'i· . , . 
Was o Camp.,s PO( too mud> of O pal 
on o storn1y night in S1~1WJ11L1r p.tur. 
ricane Glaria)lll 
· Sue B. llaux 
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